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Don Gronning/ Mana'o Radio

1

2
3

CHAIR JOHNSON:

(Gavel).

The Parks and Agriculture

4

meeting that began on July 31st/ 2003 at 1:30 p.m.

5

will reconvene.

6

ITEM NO.4:

FEES AND REGULATIONS FOR OCEAN RECREATIONAL
ACTIVITY PERMITS

7

8
9

CHAIR JOHNSON:

I'd just like to state for the record that

because of the fact this is a reconvening of a

10

recessed meeting/ there will be no inclusion of

11

public testimony during this meeting/ because that

12

was closed off in our previous Fri -- or Thursday

13

meeting.

14

Today as resource people we have present

15

Mr. John Buck/ from Parks and Recreationi Mr. Ed

16

Kushi/ from Corporation Counsel.

17

have Mr. Glenn Correa.

18

Officer Noneza/ and we have -- is it Captain

19

Miyahira?

20

And from Staff we have available Mr. David Raatz/

21

Ms. Clarita Balala/ and also Tamara Koller.

22

In the audience we

We also I believe have

We have those resource people available.

And as for the members/ we have present with

23

us today Mr. Robert Carroll/ who's the Vice-Chair/

24

Mr. Michael Molina -- thank you for joining us

25

today/ and sorry you couldn't make the last
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1

meeting -- we have Mr. Wayne Nishiki in

2

attendance

3

this Committee r he still is participating in the

4

discussion -- Mr. Joseph Pontanilla r and also

5

Ms. Charmaine Tavares.

6

today and thank you also to many of the members of

7

the ocean recreation working group and operators.

8

So without further ado r we left off in our

9

last meeting with the discussion of going through

and even though he's not a member of

So thank you for coming

10

the bill and trying to find consensus in those areas

11

that we could find consensus and agreement so that

12

we can hopefully get through this entire bill today

13

with whatever recommendations are going to be made

14

by the Committee so that can be sent on to the full

15

Council for approval.

16

Corporation Counselr and also our Police Department

17

did give comments last time.

18

The Parks Department r

What we will try to do is to conclude

19

hopefully by 4:00 o'clock and try to no later than

20

4:30 conclude the meeting.

21

make it through everything.

22

questions of any particular area, if you could

23

please make a note of them so that we can get

24

through all of the sections of the proposed

25

ordinance.

I'm hoping that we can
So if you do have

And if you have anything that you need
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1

clarification on r we do have resource people

2

available as well.

3

point in time turn over the -- at least the bill

4

review to our Staff r which is Ms. Tamara Koller r

5

and -Tamara r are you okay or are you still

6
7
8
9

10

11

But I would like to at this

struggling to get it on screen?
MS. KOLLER:

NOr

we're okay now.

I think we've got -- I

think we have the right -- so we'll be able to read
it.

Do you want me to go through

CHAIR JOHNSON:

Great.

If you could go throughr and also r

12

just brieflYr before we beginr I want to thank the

13

Parks Department r the Police Department r and also

14

Corporation Counsel.

15

they did meet on Friday and there were some issues

16

which had been mentioned last time during our

17

meeting on the part of the Police Department r and so

18

I think that once we get to those sections we'll be

19

able to have some clarification given us by both our

20

Police Department and Mr. Kushi r our Corporation

21

Counsel.

22

MS. KOLLER:

Because it's my understanding

So you can proceed r Tamara.

Thank your Madam Chair.

On the document that

23

is entitled Suggested Changes to Draft 2C r

24

want to review that briefly and then as we go

25

through the section we can go to more specifics.
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1

This was a result of a meeting with the Department

2

of Police l Corporation Counsell Parks Department

3

and myself on Friday.

4

I

If you notice that the center column is the

5

draft 2C language that we currently have and the

6

proposed change on the far right . . The first insert

7

under the County Beach Park l for purposes of Artic.le

8

XI

9

Councilmember Tavares for clarification on this.

10

The other section that has been added was adding

11

where we're excluding -- beach parks that are

12

excluded

13

and this was in the current legislation l the

14

5.24.040G

15

didn't -- on Friday there wasn't any decision on

16

Launiupoko or Puamana l so they have not been added

17

in this area.

18

this was I think a suggestion made by

we're adding that section for Kalama Park l

l

I

and so that is the language in there.

When you go down to the Article
13.04.260 had two areas.

XI

you'll see

19

some changes.

20

prohib -- "ocean recreational activity business

21

prohibited" and then "application for permit."

22

was recommended that we divide that into two

23

sections.

It had

24

will cause a renumbering of all the subsequent

25

sections.

So I've -- what happens in that is it

If you go down to the 13.04.260 1 this

RALPH ROSENBERG COURT REPORTERS
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1

would be -- only this first section is going to be

2

in the 260.

3

section is being moved to 270 r 270A r and then it

4

would -- we would just continue the B and the C.

The part -- the last part of that

When we get into Dr we've added referral at

5
6

the same time as it goes -- the application goes to

7

the Department of Police r it would also go to the

8

Department of Planning r and that's for review of the

9

business location permits in accordance with Chapter

10

19 of the Maui County Coder and it has the same

11

as proposed r that if they do not respond within 20

12

daysr then it would be deemed that it was

13

appropriate.

14

There was discussion that probably what would

15

happen is that through the administrative rules they

16

would develop a little form that they would send to

17

Planning so that Planning can take a look at the

18

business location and then just fill out the form

19

and send it back.

20

CHAIR JOHNSON:

21

Thank your Tamara.

Are there any comments by either Corporation

22

Counselor Parks Department or the Police Department

23

on this particular section?

24
25

Johnr did you have anything?
MR. BUCK:

Pertaining to that or (inaudible)?
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2

8

CHAIR JOHNSON:

Just pertaining just to this section,

because we're going through this section by section.
Mr. Kushi?

3

4

MR. KUSHI:

No.

5

CHAIR JOHNSON:

Okay.

And Police have no comment on this

6

particular area.

7

please step to the podium.

8

you could sit up at the front as a resource person.

9

MR. NONEZA:

Officer Noneza, if you could
Or, if you would like,

Thank you, Madam Chairwoman, Members of the

10

Committee.

11

that under the "ocean recreation activity business

12

prohibited," under the suggested drafted changes to

13

2C, that we're going to expand on what conduct means

14

by replacing that with a series of words or phrases

15

that would explain what that conduct constitutes.

16

CHAIR JOHNSON:

It's not on here, but I think we decided

Okay, thank you.

And I think as a result

17

of that comment Tamara has additional wording, I

18

believe, to give us.

19

MS. KOLLER:

Yes.

Under 13.04.260, where one thing I

20

forgot to point out is under the definition

21

description of "ocean recreational activity business

22

prohibited," let's see, after what's on this

23

document, suggested changes, there's been

24

recommended by Corporation Counsel that we add

25

language for purposes of this article. "Conducting
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1

ocean recreational activities by a business shall

2

mean and include the business' use of County beach

3

parks or County property for ingress or egress to

4

and/or from the ocean, parking, staging, storing of

5

equipment, or otherwise occupying said property."

6

This makes it clearer as for enforcement, and as we

7

go through these sections, I'll add -- if you are

8

agreeable, I will add the language in the draft

9

bill.

10

CHAIR JOHNSON:

And that was made on the recommendation of

11

Corporation Counsel?

12

concern, Officer Noneza?

13

MR. NONEZA:

14

CHAIR JOHNSON:

So is that addressing your

Yes, as presented over here right now.
All right.

Thank you very much.

We'll

15

try to include that wording, then, upon our screen

16

so if there is any objection to that at this time,

17

if you could please voice it.

18

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

19

CHAIR JOHNSON:

20

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

I've got a question.

Yes, Councilman Nishiki.
Officer Noneza, the 13.04.020,

21

this is an area that you are responsible for, Cove

22

Park?

23

MR. NONEZA:

24

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

25

Correct.
Okay.

So by eliminating that

section there, what does that achieve?
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"the secti on

1

think we're elim inati ng t if I may read

2

to
of Kalam a Park from the sand beac h at Cove Park

3

h
the south ern most park ing area adja cent to Sout

4

Kihe i Road ."

5

your unde rstan ding ?

6
7

That is all being taken out.

Is that

My unde rstan ding is that we are addin g that t

MR. NONEZA:
sir.

We'r e addin g that.

8

CHAIR JOHNSON:

9

COUNCILMEMBER NISH IKI:

10

t

MR. NONEZA:

So what does that achie ve?

That achie ves statu s quo with what we
The proh ibiti on in 5.24

11

curr ently have unde r 5.24 .

12

on
curr ently state s "Cove Park and the south ern porti

13

ocean
of Kalam a Park will not be allow ed to have any

14

recre ation al activ ities ."

15

we're tran sferr ing that porti on of that -- that

16

.020
port ion of 5.24 into the defi nitio n unde r 13.04

17

and stati ng that a Coun ty beac h park inclu des such

18

and

19

Kama ole Beac h Park lIt It lIlt Bald win.

s~ch

So what we'r e doing is

exce pt for those two loca tions t as well as

You unde rstan d t Coun cilma n Nish iki?

20

CHAIR JOHNSON:

21

COUNCILMEMBER NISH IKI:

Then it goes on to saYt

"For

22

days
purp oses of this chap ter t the time perio ds and

23

to
of use of the Coun ty beac h park s shal l be subj ect

24

the rules of the Depa rtme nt."

25

It
Baldw in Beac h Park t Cove Park t Kama ole Beac h Park

So this mean s that
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1

Kamaole Beach Park II, Kamaole Beach Park III, there

2

are going to be administrative rules now done by the

3

Department?

4

MS. KOLLER:

Madam Chair.

5

CHAIR JOHNSON:

6

MS. KOLLER:

Yes, Tamara.

The way this reads would be all of those

7

beaches would be excluded, but for other beaches

8

that are not excluded there will be days and --

9

hours and days of uses --

10

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

11

MS. KOLLER:

12

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

13

-- in the administrative rules.

MS. KOLLER:

15

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

16

CHAIR JOHNSON:

That's correct.

MR. KUSHI:

19

CHAIR JOHNSON:

21

Okay.

And that's your understanding also,

Corporation Counsel?

18

20

This is that these parks will not

allow any commercial activities?

14

17

Okay.

Yes.
Does that answer your question,

Councilmember Nishiki?
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

It does, but it doesn't address

22

what I really want to see in other parks, mainly

23

Launiupoko, and I think that you've got to have the

24

guts to do it for our people.

25

CHAIR JOHNSON:

And we're going to get to that, but what
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1

we're wanting to do right now is try and move

2

through the major sections of the bill that we can

3

agree upon.

4

this particular section?

Okay, are there any other questions on

Okay, Tamara, did you have anything further

5
6

on any other language that was added that we should

7

go over before we just start going through the

8

entire bill?

9

MS. KOLLER:

There's one other area in relation to -- that

10

was brought up regarding the insurance, and I don't

11

know if we want to cover that when we get to that.

12

That's on page 4 of the draft bill, under Item C1.

13

The language says, "The insurance policy shall have

14

been issued by a company acceptable by the County

15

and registered to do business in the State of

16

Hawaii."

17

"acceptable by the County" mean?

18

if we need to have something more, you know, to

19

just to say "acceptable by the County" is not

20

sufficient.

21

just say "and registered to do business in the State

22

of Hawaii."

23
24
25

CHAIR JOHNSON:

The question was raised as to what does
And we need --

So perhaps you want that removed and

Mr. Corporation Counsel, did you have any

thoughts on that particular issue?
MR. KUSHI:

Not in particular,. but I think the reason why
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1

it was put in there was that I know our Finance

2

Department has had some problems with some insurance

3

companies, not so much problems but concerns about

4

some insurance companies, even if they are

5

registered to do business in the State of Hawaii.

6

My understanding of insurance companies, sometimes

7

they're rated, AA, A, AAA, whatever it is, but I

8

think the reason why it was left to put that

9

language -- decide to leave that language in is that

10

we would consult with the Department of Finance's

11

risk manager and let him make that decision.

12

CHAIR JOHNSON:

Then having heard that, Mr. Kushi, would

13

it be more appropriate to insert language that would

14

say, "with the approval of the Administration's Risk

15

Management Division"?

16

MR. KUSHI:

You know, at this point, without consulting

17

the Department of Finance, I really hesitate to

18

answer for them.

19

and put specific language as to the rating of any

20

company, or leave it alone and if the applicant has

21

been denied because the Finance Department has not

22

accepted this company, then he can appropriately

23

appeal.

24
25

CHAIR JOHNSON:

Okay.

All I can say is get back to you

Okay.

We'll -- then what we're

going to do, Tamara, we will leave that portion
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1

14

until we can have our Finance representative here.

2
3

Councilmember Tavares.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Yes.

On that sentence, how about

4

if we end the sentence after the word "County" so

5

that it would read, "the insurance policy shall have

6

been issued by a company acceptable to the County,"

7

period.

8

CHAIR JOHNSON:

And leave it at that?

9

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

And not involve the State of

10

Hawaii business, whether they're registered or

11

licensed or whatever.

12

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

I think

13

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Mr. Kushi.

14

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

-- having been an insurance

15

person, I have no problem with that, because there

16

are many specialty companies that are not domiciled

17

here in the State of Hawaii.

18

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Right.

Exactly.

19

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

And if that's the only coverage

20

that's available for that business, then it would be

21

prudent not to limit it just in the State of Hawaii.

22

So I think your suggestion is well taken.

23

any other comments by members?

24

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

25

Mr. Kushi?

Are there

Could I have a comment from
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15

CHAIR JOHNSON:

Yes, absolutely.

Mr. Kushi, Charmaine

would like you to comment on her suggested wording.
MR. KUSHI:

Oh, yes, I think that would be fine, but I

4

I'm probably anticipating that the risk manager

5

would want a company registered to do business, you

6

know, in Hawaii so we can chase them in case we need

7

to.

8

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

9

them

10

MR. KUSHI:

11

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

12

Correct.

MR. KUSHI:

14

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

15

MR. KUSHI:

17

to say if this is a company

that's acceptable or not.

13

16

Yeah, so that would be up to

Correct.

That's fine.
Okay.

Period after "County" and eliminate the

balance.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Yes, and then change the "by" to

18

"to." "To the County of Maui" instead of "by the

19

County of Maui."

20

MR. KUSHI:

21

CHAIR JOHNSON:

22

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

23

CHAIR JOHNSON:

24

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

25

Correct.
Thank you.
Madam Chair.

Councilmember Molina.
Yeah, thank you, Madam Chair.

Along the lines of "registered" and "licensed," I
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mean does that make a big difference?

2

substituted the word "licensed" rather than

3

"registered" in the State of Hawaii, I mean, would

4

that have a big impact --

5
6

CHAIR JOHNSON:

That's what Mr. Kushi's saying, that he

doesn't feel comfortable answering that question --

7

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

8

CHAIR JOHNSON:

9

10

Say if we

I understand that.

-- because he would want to consult with

the Risk Management Division first for -- if we get
into --

11

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

12

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

13

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

14

CHAIR JOHNSON:

15

MR. RAATZ:

Get more specificity.
that much detail, yes.
Thank you.

Yes, Mr. Raatz.

Thank you, Madam Chair.

I was just going to

16

add that the concern that Staff has is the

17

definition of the word "acceptable."

18

there's a law that grants a party -- a government

19

official to give approval or accept something there

20

needs to be standards tied to it.

21

with Corporation Counsel's assistance we can work

22

with risk management on coming up with appropriate

23

standards, instead of just leaving it open ended, so

24

we can ensure there wouldn't be any arbitrary

25

decisions made.

Any time

So, again, maybe
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COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

And I appreciate that suggestion.

2

I think that the point is well taken.

3

want to be flexible, but we also don't want to be so

4

flexible that we may get companies that -- frankly

5

there's some companies that are registered to do

6

business in the State of Hawaii that I would not

7

feel comfortable qualifying underneath this

8

particular ruling either, and perhaps that can be

9

also either taken up in the administrative rules so

I think we

10

that we do have the criteria, or, if there's

11

suggested language when we reach that point, we can

12

visit with Mr. Regan or his Risk Management

13

Division.
Thank you for joining us, Mr. Regan.

14
15

I

appreciate it.
The other two team members in our audience,

16
17

we also have Marian Feenstra from Aquatics and

18

Tamara Horcajo, so thank you also for joining us

19

today.

20

Parks Department.

21

appreciate your input.

Oh, and Mr. Johnny Jackson, who is also with

22

MS. KOLLER:

23

CHAIR JOHNSON:

24

MS. KOLLER:

25

So thank you very much.

I

Madam Chair.
Let us just proceed, then.

Can I just point out one other area?

Under -- following that Section C, under D, "Review
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1

of Application" -- excuse mer on the next pager

2

under Item Fr the title -- it saysr "Issuance r

3

renewal r revocation r or denial of permitr" and then

4

it has dash r "appeal."

5

this is a little -- not real clear.

6

proposing is that we make an Item G r and saYr

7

"appeal r " and then we take that last sentence under

8

Item F and saYr "Any decision or failure to act by

9

the Director under this article may be appealed by

It's been pointed out that
So what I'm

10

the applicant in accordance with provisions of

11

Section 13.04.125 of this chapter r " and that's the

12

formal appeal process.

13
14

Is there any objection to adding the

CHAIR JOHNSON:

suggested language in that Tamara has referred to?

15

COUNCIL MEMBERS:

16

CHAIR JOHNSON:

17

No objections.
OkaYr thank you.

Then you can go ahead

and insert that in the appropriate section.

18

Now back to

I guess getting back to what

19

we were going through last time.

20

everyone's information r we are working off the

21

matrix.

22

any problem with skipping over the first partr which

23

is the definitions of beach parkr because we've gone

24

over that r or are there any concerns that the

25

members would like specifically addressed r other

Is that correct r Tamara?

And just for

OkaYr so is there
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1

than the ones that you have already brought up,

2

Mr. Nishiki?

3

second section, then, Tamara.

4
5

MS. KOLLER:

Seeing none, let's move on to the

On the definition -- you want to continue on

the definitions?

6

CHAIR JOHNSON:

7

MS. KOLLER:

8

CHAIR JOHNSON:

9

MS. KOLLER:

Uh-huh.

So the next definition would be "business."
Yes.

And on this particular one, the difference in

10

the 2C was we were removing the end of that sentence

11

where it said, "or any independent contractors

12

associated with the business."

13

Corporation Counsel can -- could address that.

14
15

16
17

CHAIR JOHNSON:

And I think

Corporation Counsel, would you just go

over the reasoning for that?
MR. KUSHI:

I guess the question is why we eliminated

independent contractorsi is that correct?

18

CHAIR JOHNSON:

19

MR. KUSHI:

Yes.

It was felt that by eliminating it the intent

20

was we didn't want to have a licensee or permittee,

21

which is let's say a corporation, who has a -- its

22

own permit then engage an independent contractor who

23

is not an employee of that business and have the

24

independent contractor operate under that permit,

25

the intent being that the independent contractor,
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1

not being an employee, should get his own permit.

2

think that's the whole intent of eliminating this.

3

CHAIR JOHNSON:

Thank you.

Are there any questions on

4

that particular item?

5

has been suggested, taking out that wording with

6

independent contractor?

7

will therefore insert that.

Does anyone object to what

Seeing no objections, Staff

And just proceed on, Tamara.

8

9

I

MS. KOLLER:

The next definition is "business location."

10

In this one, the difference from the original draft,

11

we've added the last sentence, which says, "In the

12

event the business location is not located in a

13

properly permitted business zone, a letter from the

14

Department of Planning, County of Maui certifying

15

that such business is permitted will be required."

16

One question here, Madam Chair --

17

CHAIR JOHNSON:

Yes.

18

MS. KOLLER:

may be as to does the applicant need to

19

submit this letter or is this going to be handled

20

when we -- when the Parks Department sends the

21

application to Planning for review?

22

Department care to comment?

23

MR. BUCK:

Would the Parks

I think we'll let the Planning Department make

24

the determination if that's the proper zone for the

25

business.

Because, I mean, they're more up on
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what's allowed in the ordinances.

2

taking all the permits, be -- unless we know the

3

exact location

4

be all right, but if it's a new one and we're not

5

sure where their point of business is or there's

6

some questions, definitely it will be going to

7

Planning, but we'll let Planning Department make

8

that determination.

9
10

11

CHAIR JOHNSON:
time?
MR. KUSHI:

So we'll be

because it's a renewal, it should

Are there any comments on the length of

Oh, Mr. Kushi, please.
Excuse me, Madam Chair.

You know, in light of

12

the suggested changes to Draft 2C, which we

13

incorporate the review by the Department of

14

Planning, this may become moot.

15

the application process, Planning needs to certify

16

the location.

17
18

19

CHAIR JOHNSON:

Because as part of

But, again, you know --

So do you believe it's important to

include it or just exclude it?
MR. KUSHI:

Well, I could live with it being excluded

20

because -- I could live with it either way.

21

just saying don't spend too much time on it.

22

CHAIR JOHNSON:

Okay.

I'm

What is the pleasure of the

23

Committee?

24

suggestion and leave this out to be dealt with by

25

the Planning Department and perhaps further defined

Would you prefer to take Mr. Kushi's
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1
2

in another section?
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Councilmember Tavares.

Yeah, Madam Chairman, since this

3

is going to be used by the public or whoever wants

4

to do business, I think this information up front is

5

helpful to them to know what they can expect later

6

on, rather than go through the whole thing and then

7

find out the Planning Department is not going to

8

certify their place.

9

purposes from the applicant's point of view it is

10

helpful.

11

CHAIR JOHNSON:

So I think for informational

So I have no problem with it staying in.
All right, fine.

Is that something that

12

the remaining members can agree on?

13

leave it in, then?

14

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

15

CHAIR JOHNSON:

16

MR. BUCK:

17

We'll just

Yeah, no objections.

No objections to leave it in?

Madam Chair, I think it should be Department of

Planning capitalized.

18

CHAIR JOHNSON:

19

MR. BUCK:

20

MS. KOLLER:

Is that --

Is that correct?
No, Madam Chair'.

I bel ieve wi th our

21

legislative rules that that is not capitalized.

22

think only County is capitalized.

23

of Planning and Department of Police are not

24

capitalized.

25

CHAIR JOHNSON:

I

Like Department

You think it's --
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1

MS. KOLLER:

Am I correct, Corporation Counsel?

2

CHAIR JOHNSON:

I think, you know, from my understanding,

3

what we've tried to do is standardize, so some of

4

these areas are -- I guess have been capitalized in

5

the past, but would you care to comment, Mr. Kushi?

6

MR. KUSHI:

7

CHAIR JOHNSON:

8
9

10

No.

I think the formatting is consistent.
Okay.

Then we'll leave it with the small

letter, and we'll leave this section in.
It's not grammatically correct.

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:
CHAIR JOHNSON:

No.

No.

It -- in terms of -- let's say

11

if you were looking at English dictionary, yes, it

12

might bel but for our purposes it's not going to be,

13

so that's understood.

14

we'll move on to the next section.

15

MS. KOLLER:

Without any objection, then

The next area is the definition "commercial."

16

This definition was added at the recommendation of

17

our Department of Police to mean "compensated

18

activities by a business irrespective of whether a

19

profit is made."

20

CHAIR JOHNSON:

21

MR. NONEZA:

Okay.

Yes, Officer Noneza.

Madam Chairman, if I may comment on this

22

additionally.

Acknowledge it was my suggestion.

23

However, the -- what you're showing here on the

24

matrix right now is a little bit short of what I

25

wanted.

But let me just back up a little bit.
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1

Again, I want to thank everybody else who worked

2

with us on Friday on this, because I think we got a

3

good idea of the problems, at least from the Police

4

Department, we were seeing in enforcement.

5

think we really did a lot in discussing our

6

concerns, and I really thank everybody for the

7

efforts that we put in.
Irrespective of that, we did come into some

8
9

And I

disagreements as far as how this thing should be
It's not -- it's neither here nor there

10

worded.

11

with one section or the other.

12

matter of a personal thing that it's -- it behooves

13

you folks to make the discussion, make the -- and

14

the decision, rather than us.

15

"commercial" definition, I had included in my

16

initial recommendation that it be expanded a little

17

bit further, and let me explain why.

I think it's just a

So on this

We are currently facing situations whereby

18
19

ocean vendors park at a location and supposedly they

20

give out boards to the local kids for free to use as

21

an excuse to remain in the area in hopes to attract

22

walk-in traffic -- walk-in paying traffic.

23

was quite disturbing in the sense that we already

24

know that walk-in paying traffic is not supposed to

25

happen.

And that

And just the fact that they're allowed to
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1

remain in that particular location supposedly doing

2

charitable activities while in fact they're also on

3

the side doing it for commercial purposes, we had

4

hoped to address that in -- partially in this

5

definition.

6

So what I had asked for was also to include

7

"the charitable activities of a for-profit activity

8

and the not-for-profit activities of a charitable

9

individual or business when they relate to ocean

10

recreational activities" in the hopes that I -- in

11

the hopes that within the definition of

12

"commercial," we try to cover all the different ways

13

that we are seeing somebody define what they're

14

doing at a particular location.

15

CHAIR JOHNSON:

Okay.

Are there any questions of Officer

16

Noneza?

17

include -- right now the definition says,

18

"Commercial means compensated activities by a

19

business irrespective of whether a profit is made."

20

If I understand what you're saying, is basically if

21

you inserted the word "compensated activities by

22

a" -- in my view "for or non-profit."

23

MR. NONEZA:

My question would be if we were to

Or "the charitable activities of a for-profit

24

activity."

25

"Commercial means for-profit activities by an

Right -- my initial recommendation was,
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1

individual business irrespective of whether a profit

2

is made, the charitable activities of a for-profit

3

activity, and the not-for-profit activities of a

4

charitable individual or business when they relate

5

to ocean recreational activities."

6

initial recommendation in hopes to catch all the

7

different ways that people could conceivably state

8

they're at that location but not be covered by the

9

definition of "commercial."

That was my

I want to say, well,

10

according to this ordinance, that is a definition of

11

commercial activity, and therefore, you are covered

12

under this ordinance and you have to abide by

13

whatever this ordinance says.

14

CHAIR JOHNSON:

Another way -- and I'll ask Mr. Kushi if

15

we could do it in this way, because I understand

16

what you're saying, and there still may be

17

circumstances where we don't -- we may not catch

18

everyone.

19

means activities by a business irrespective of

20

whether profit is made or as further defined under

21

administrative rules."

22

when administrative rules are drafted, we could get

23

into the nitty-gritty of what this actually means

24

and cover all of the nuts and bolts.

25

MR. NONEZA:

So what my thought would be, "Commercial

And perhaps then that way

Sure.
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CHAIR JOHNSON:

Okay, so that would be my personal

2

thought, but are there any other suggestions by

3

Committee members, or Mr. Nishiki?

4

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

5

MR. NONEZA:

6

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

Yeah, Officer Noneza.

Yes, sir.
Not him.

Why are we not wanting

7

to use his language?

After all, he is the one

8

that's going to enforce, and I was just curious what

9

Corporation Counsel thought about the language that

10

he has proposed, knowing what his experience is when

11

these vendors are trying to circumvent the law.

12

there's anybody that is familiar, and I think all he

13

is doing is saying, look, I know the problem and I

14

want the language added in there so that it can make

15

my job easier.

16

get these people to come and participate and they

17

give us all the reasons and try to add their

18

language, and I'm just curious why we won't follow

19

his lead?

20

language is not enforceable?

21

why this debate?

22

MR. KUSHI:

If

You know, I guess my question is we

Is it something that -- where the
Corporation Counsel,

Madam Chair, let me give you some background.

23

When I read Officer Noneza's requested definition of

24

"commercial," first of all, I was kind of confused.

25

I thought it was very, personally, convoluted and
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And so
I took it upon myself
I

1

had a double meaning.

2

to just state that one-sentence definition, meaning

3

that it's a paid activity bX business whether they

4

make money or not.

5

brought up several good points which he told you and

6

gave us the background as far as his intent.

7

told you some examples.

However,; on Friday, you know, he
I

He's

He\s also -- he hasn't told
!

8

you, and I think you should!know, that there may be
i

9

some situations where he's ~xperienced
private clubs
I
I

10

that go down to the beach, take their members out.

11

They're not businesses.

12

They're private clubs.

13

join the club you got to par dues.

14

their members out to the

15

I

Th~Y're

not charities.

But ,they charge dues, and to

oc~an

And they take

and instruct them.

Now, how do you enfotce
that?
i

They don't

i

16

have permits.

There's some: canoe clubs down there
,

17

that they take their

18

instructions.

19

charge dues.

20

that, you know, you can't catch everyone, but

21

there's got to be some sort, of definition where

22

everybody plays by the rulep.

23

to have the rules

member~

out, give them

They don't charge them, but they
So what are y?u going to do?

I admit

I

I would strongly want

the ad~inistrative rules
I

24

I

address this, but if you want to do it in this
i

25

context, fine.
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COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

Junior, if there's that private

2

club issue and you cannot find language to address

3

specifically that concern, then I can say fine,

4

address that in administrative rules.

5

are circumstances where the commercial vendors are

6

circumventing, then I can say use that language,

7

because I don't think your language will be a

8

catchall language with the different instances that

9

he brings up.

But if there

I'm just saying the one that

10

addresses the commercial people giving away these

11

free things to the locals and then saying that

12

because of this they can stay there is the one that

13

I'm concerned about right now.

14

MR. KUSHI:

15

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

16

Right.
And so I don't think your language

will be a catchall for every instance.

17

MR. KUSHI:

Well, no, it's --

18

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

And to address that specific --

19

those are the people that really are the ones that

20

he brings up.

21

in this language, then put it in administrative

22

rules.

23

can't, then fine.

24

difference between putting it in here and putting it

25

in administrative rules?

The others also, if we can't get it

But if you think -- if you think that you
My question is what's the

Is there a difference?
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And I'd like to hear that.

2

that are going to be put, whether it's here or there

3

is going to be the same, then I'd rather have it in

4

the ordinance.

5

so.

6

MR. KUSHI:

7

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

8

9
10

11
12

Because if the language

But if it is different, then tell us

Well-I hate to make you work, but work,

please.
CHAIR JOHNSON:

I think he's been working, Mr. Nishiki,

and this has been a struggle.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

No, it's okay.

It's okay.

I

mean, you know, I can talk to him.

13

CHAIR JOHNSON:

14

MR. KUSHI:

Mr. Kushi.

Madam Chair, to me it doesn't matter.

The

15

only thing about rules and ordinances is that the

16

rules cannot go beyond the bounds of the ordinance.

17

The rules are intended to implement the terms of the

18

ordinance.

19

you set the ordinance.

20

that.

21

ordinance, so be it.

22

another chance to come back with a new, in my mind,

23

workable definition, please allow us.

24
25

So you're the policy makers.

You know,

The rules cannot go beyond

If you want to define and narrow the

CHAIR JOHNSON:

But if you want to give us

Mr. Nishiki, Tamara also had something to

add to the discussion.
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MS. KOLLER:

Thank you.

I just wanted to point out in the

2

definition of "business," "business" says,

3

commercial enterprise or establishment" and goes on,

4

sole proprietorships, "or any other legally

5

cognizable entity, whether for profit or not for

6

profit."

7

conjunction with the "commercial" definition would

8

cover what Officer Noneza was concerned about.

9

CHAIR JOHNSON:

"Any

I think that definition there in

And after Tamara explained that to me, I

10

think also that we're trying to cover in as broad a

11

way as we can people that would be -- whether it's

12

for profit or not for profit -- coming into our

13

County parks, as you mentioned, Mr. Nishiki, and

14

setting up shop, and as Mr. Kushi mentioned,

15

memberships.

16

legally cognizable entity, that is fairly broad.

17

I'm comfortable with that particular definition

18

being underneath the "business," the definition of a

19

business.

20

other language, but I would like to try to get

21

through this without I guess spelling every single

22

thing out which we mayor may not know at this point

23

in time.

24
25

And that to me is

if it is a

And we can insert, if you choose, the

Officer Noneza, you have a comment?
MR. NONEZA:

So

I can understand where we are right now
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1

regarding perhaps a membership or civic organization

2

coming in and seeing that they would be covered

3

under the definition of "business" and their work

4

would not be considered commercial in that sense

5

under this

6

about a corporation, so to speak, who normally would

7

make a profit but decides to come down to the beach

8

park and not make a profit at that particular day

9

but start -- or with no -- with an intent -- how can

d~finition.

I go back to my thought

10

I put this?

11

have a permit.

12

give away their board and that's their excuse to be

13

there, or their kayak and that's their excuse to be

14

there.

15

and they're down there.

16

because they have no clients, because they're giving

17

it away, they have a reason to be there, whether

18

that reason is valid or not.

19

supposedly somebody comes walking along the sidewalk

20

or stops their car and decides to do business at

21

that point in time, to me we need to address them

22

and let them know that, hey, you're going to be

23

covered under that circumstance, whether or not that

24

was your initial intent to be down there.

25

They go down to the park because they
They don't have no clients and they

And they do all the paperwork, et cetera,
And at the same time,

In the sense that

Not for profits, I don't have problems with
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civic organizations, I don't have problems with the

2

canoe club.

3

as far as how we handle canoe clubs or civic

4

organizations within the parks, and that's been more

5

or less -- it's been a workable situation, and I

6

think everybody has a good understanding to it.

7

It's the question of when a commercial activity

8

decides to do charitable activities in conjunction

9

with the commercial activity that I feel comfortable

There's history behind that right now

10

that we need to address, but at the same time I can

11

understand that this might not be the proper venue.

12

Maybe in the administrative rules it could be

13

addressed more thoroughly.

14

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

15

CHAIR JOHNSON:

16

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

Chairman.

Thank you.

Yes, Mr. Nishiki.

Yeah.

NOw, you

come on.

Let's

17

talk real life situations, okay?

If we have this

18

down now and you're going to go down there and if

19

you feel naked that this -- you feel like you can't

20

do it with just this language, then you're going to

21

be gun shy because of what the guy's going to tell

22

you, okay, and then you're going to go, oh, yeah,

23

under this law I feel -- you've got to be -- feel

24

confident, because we're doing it for you also and

25

for this community.
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Now

1

l

if you go to court I saYI and then you

2

lose, then maybe that's when you can come and I

3

don't mind you saying to mel see I told you so.

4

know

5

too.

6

said still feel naked, then you ain't going to do

7

it

8

even if you don't have your language in there,

9

knowing the circumstance, Officer?

10

l

I don't mind you saying that.

I

But if you

I guess.

MR. NONEZA:

l

I make mistakes

after listening to what we have

I don't know.

will you still do it

I've run across the situation before,

11

Councilman

12

I did not do it, so to speak.

13

there

14

whether that was right or not.

15

You

l

l

and because of the lack in the language
If the language were

I would do it and leave it up to the judge

CHAIR JOHNSON:

The Chair's suggestion at this point in

because we don't have -- I'm hearing that the

16

time

17

intent is there but the language might be a little

18

bit awkward.

19

time would be to perhaps insert language for the

20

consideration of Committee members that states, at

21

the very end, "whether a profit is made and as

22

further defined under administrative rules."

23

way what ends up happening is they can work on the

24

language between now and our meeting, provided we

25

get through this today, then that way if there is

l

The Chair's intent at this point in
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1

something that both the officer and Corporation

2

Counsel can agree upon between now and then, this

3

could be inserted.

4

Corporation Counsel?

5

MR. KUSHI:

6

CHAIR JOHNSON:

Is that agreeable to you,

That's fine, Madam Chair.
Okay.

So if there's no objections, then

7

that's the way that the Chair would prefer to handle

8

this particular portion at this time.

9

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

10

CHAIR JOHNSON:

11

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

Can I ask one final question?

Yes, Mr. Nishiki.
Junior, you know in court, how

12

does administrative rules, if certain things are

13

added in there, back up a specific ordinance that

14

he's citing someone under?

15

rules separately back up an ordinance that doesn't

16

contain what he wants in there but we're going to

17

put it in administrative rules in a court situation?

18

Does he have more ammunition?

19

MR. KUSHI:

How does administrative

Madam Chair, if I understand the question, is

20

I think that -- the standing of administrative rules

21

in court?

22

CHAIR JOHNSON:

23

MR. KUSHI:

24
25

Uh-huh.

If duly promulgated, administrative rules,

like the ordinance, are laws.
CHAIR JOHNSON:

They're laws.
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COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

When he cites the person r he's not

2

going to cite administrative rules.

3

to cite the ordinance and then go to court with

4

that.

5

MR. KUSHI:

6

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

7

MR. KUSHI:

8

MR. NONEZA:

9

MR. KUSHI:

He's just going

He may do both.
What was the question?

He may do both.

If in doubt r cite them all.

You mean administratively and criminally?
In the citation or you're talking about court

10

where a conviction is needed?

11

you need to cite the ordinance r and the ordinance

12

may be implemented by the administrative rules.

13

CHAIR JOHNSON:

You need to say --

Seer Mr. Nishiki r administrative rules

14

have to go out to public hearing also r and then when

15

they're adopted r they become a part of the body of

16

law.

17

administrative rules r is what Officer Noneza and all

18

other officers would have at their disposal when

19

they're looking at enforcement.

20

Therefore r this r coupled with the

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

Yeahr I guess my question is if

21

it's in the ordinance and he's citing the ordinance,

22

it's clear r if somehow -- I don't know if -- what

23

you understand from what he's telling uS r but this

24

is only my speculation r he's saying now you're going

25

to have to cite the ordinance and then on top of
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1

that you're going to separately have to cite the

2

administrative rule.

3

don't cite the administrative rule, can you lose

4

that in court on a technicality?

5

CHAIR JOHNSON:

6

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

7

8
9
10

And my question is what if you

And I -That's what -- we're trying to

make his job easy.
CHAIR JOHNSON:

And I totally understand that,

Mr. Nishiki, but I prefer to have Corporation
Counsel

11

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

12

CHAIR JOHNSON:

Fine.

answer at this point, only because he's

13

the one that has to defend it.

14

clarify for us is our understanding correct, that he

15

doesn't have to cite specifically the administrative

16

rule.

17

the corresponding administrative rulesi is that

18

correct?

19

MR. KUSHI:

So if you could just

He could just say ordinance such and such and

Generally, yes.

My understanding of why you

20

want to do administrative rules in this scenario is

21

as follows:

22

you need to cite the ordinance, which the

23

administrative rules define and clarify.

24

purpose of the administrative rules in this context

25

is more so for the Department to administer the

If you want to go to court, I believe
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1

program t for the Department to see if any violations

2

of the administrative rules t you can suspend or you

3

can fine or you can take back or revoke the permit

4

for the Department's sake.

5

then the applicant still continues business t then

6

he's in violation of the ordinance.

7

him to court for a conviction.

8

it's a dual purpose in having the ordinance as well

9

as a separate track of administrative rules.

10

CHAIR JOHNSON:

11

MR. NONEZA:

12

CHAIR JOHNSON:

Once you do that and

Then you take

So I think it's --

Officer Noneza t did you have a comment?

No.

OkaYt but that is your understanding t

13

thought that it would be both -- both the ordinance

14

and the administrative rules that would guide you

15

and support whatever tickets or citations that you

16

would be giving out?

17

MR. NONEZA:

Sure.

18

CHAIR JOHNSON:

Okay

t

thank you.

Are there any other.

19

comments or questions on the part of the Committee

20

members or non-Committee members?

21

will allow both Officer Noneza and Corporation

22

Counselt if there is something that can be put into

23

the language that is agreeable in that particular

24

section t we'll allow them to do that between now and

25

first reading.

OkaYt then we

If it is best that they determine
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1

administrative rules/ then we will insert the

2

language that I have suggested or something to that

3

effect.

Thank you.

4

Tamara/ you want to go into the next section?

5

Since we have so much to cover/ we're only on page 2

6

of 15/ so we've got a lot of ground to cover.

7

MS. KOLLER:

The next section is "County property/" and

8

this one has added the -- well/ the underlined

9

section in the Draft Bill 2C/ if you look on the

10

matrix/ the underlined section is all new/ so you

11

might want to just take a look at that and see if

12

everybody agrees.

13

really help in enforcement/ as I understand from

14

Officer Noneza.

15

CHAIR JOHNSON:

Okay.

Basically this is expanding it to

Does anyone have any questions on

16

that particular section?

17

have a comment?

18

everyone/ then we will move on to the next section.

19

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

20

CHAIR JOHNSON:

21

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

22

CHAIR JOHNSON:

23

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

No?

Officer Noneza/ did you

If that's agreeable with

Chairman.

Yes/ Councilmember Tavares.
Chairwoman/ excuse me.

I don't care.
Under County property we have

24

enumerated "include but not limited to streets/

25

highways/ sidewalks/ roadways/ easements."
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1

it would be appropriate for us to include "parking

2

lots," because that's where a lot of the stuff goes

3

on.

4

CHAIR JOHNSON:

5

Okay.

Is there any objection to adding

"parking lots"?

6

COUNCIL MEMBERS:

7

CHAIR JOHNSON:

No obj ections.
Okay, and I see Officer Noneza nodding, so

8

that -- we will also then, Tamara, add in "parking

9

lots."

10
11

MR. NONEZA:

Can I -- can I just put an addition to that,

ma'am?

12

CHAIR JOHNSON:

13

MR. NONEZA:

Yes.

It should be municipal parking lots as

14

defined under the drinking in municipal parking lot

15

ordinance.

16

basically covers every -- every parking lot.

17
18

19

CHAIR JOHNSON:

I don't recall which one that is, but it

And we can go in and insert the language

that would go along with that.
MR. NONEZA:

That language for municipal parking lot which

20

covers the park parking lots and other parking lots

21

which may not be parks.

22
23
24
25

CHAIR JOHNSON:

Okay.

right, thank you.
MS. KOLLER:

You've got that, Tamara?

All

The next section.

The next definition and change was

"equipment," and this one has added "tangible
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1

business property declared within an application for

2

a permit."

3
4

CHAIR JOHNSON:

Okay.

that definition?

5

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

6

CHAIR JOHNSON:

7

8
9

Does anyone have any problem with

No objections.

Seeing none, there does not appear to be

any disagreement on that.
MS. KOLLER:

The next area.

The next area relates to "notification,"

which means that -- in regard to actual notice to

10

the applicant, and one of the things that is

11

different here is "on the fifth calendar day," and

12

that's what's different from the first original

13

draft.

14

CHAIR JOHNSON:

Okay.

Any comment on the part of

15

Committee members?

It appears we have agreement on

16

that section also.

Just go on to the next.

17

MS. KOLLER:

Okay, under "ocean recreational activity,"

18

the biggest difference on this one was at the last

19

sentence, "Engaging in an activity and providing

20

instruction in that activity shall constitute one

21

activity for purposes of permitting and fees."

22

I believe this was added at the recommendation of

23

the OTC group.

24

CHAIR JOHNSON:

25

Nishiki.

Okay, any comments on that?
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COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

Yeah.

I think this one we should

2

discuss when we discuss fees in Riki's committee t

3

and only because I won't bring it up todaYt but I

4

have asked our Staff to really find out how much

5

just because of what Mr. Buck brought up too the

6

other daYt how much these people are really

7

charging.

8

out what we're going to get compared to what they're

9

charging.

10
11
12

CHAIR JOHNSON:

And I think we will open our eyes to find

And I want to save that for another day.

OkaYt thank you.

Are there any comments

by the Department?
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

Staff -- let me ask Staff.

Were

13

you able to determine and call up the different

14

activities to find out how much they're charging?

15
16

MS. KOLLER:

In response to the question t I did make some

phone calls.

17

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

18

MS. KOLLER:

Okay.

One thing that I thought was interesting in

19

relation to the surf schools t they have a flat

20

charge per individual in group lessons t and that

21

varied.

22

Most of them are 60 or 80 dollars for two hours of

23

instruction t but another thing that also comes up is

24

that if the individual wants to continue t they can

25

rent the surfboard after the class t which brings up

I think there was one that was like $45.
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1

the question of -- of business being done at the

2

you know, at the point of sale or at the park

3

location, which was one of the concerns that the

4

Committee members had.

5

that may be an area of -- that we'll want to look

6

at.

7

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

8

MS. KOLLER:

9

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

10
11

MS. KOLLER:

schools and have not completed that.

13

MS. KOLLER:

16

17

What about snorkel schools?

I had just started and started with the surf

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

15

What about dive schools?

Dive schools, I'm sorry, I was not --

12

14

So when we look at fees,

I'll finish it off.

Thank you.

Perhaps Mr. Buck from Parks may have some

more information.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

Do you have any idea, John, how

much these people are charging?
MR. BUCK:

No, not offhand.

I don't think we've done a

18

survey.

19

fees.

20

City and County of Honolulu is charging for permits

21

for scuba and -- two hours for a beginner surf

22
23

I just got -- put on your desk today some
That's -- I just put on your desk today what

. class, $79.

A kite surfing short course, 3 days,

$575 for three days.

24

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

25

MR. BUCK:

Yeah.

$575?

This is stuff just taken off the
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1

Internet.

2

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

3

MR. BUCK:

Thank you.

Snorkeling, diving?

I'm looking for it right now.

Body boarding,

4

kids lessons was $79 an hour for -- looks like

5

surfing.

6

CHAIR JOHNSON:

7

charges?

8

MR. BUCK:

9

CHAIR JOHNSON:

10

So those are just some examples of the

Correct.
And as we stated, Mr. Nishiki, we don't

want to get hung up on --

11

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

12

CHAIR JOHNSON:

13

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

14

No, no.

-- the fees in this.
I don't want to get hung up.

I'm

just --

15

CHAIR JOHNSON:

Okay.

16

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

I'm just saying that's the reason

17

why I want this left out, just because I think we

18

will be astonished.

19

poor mouth.

20

too much of a poor mouth to me.

21

they charge for kayaking and diving, but I think

22

that's research that we need to do.

23

MR. BUCK:

Everybody in the letters crying

Excuse me?

And that doesn't seem like
I want to see what

Mr. -- Mr. Nishiki, on the back of that -- the

24

piece of paper I handed out earlier, it shows you

25

what we charge for hula -- what the instructors are
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1

allowed to charge for hula classes, karate, you

2

know, the local kids, which is -- I think is more of

3

a better comparison than, say, renting facilities

4

for birthday parties and stuff, and if you'll

5

notice, there's restrictions on how much the

6

instructor can collect per hour, if you notice that.

7

Also, the charges for them to use our various

8

facilities, depending on the type of facilities,

9

range from $2 to $8 a day, and we limit how much

10

they can charge per hour.

11

big discussion when it comes to fees.

12
13

14

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

So, I mean, we've got a

Thank you so much, Mr. Buck.

Thank you, Madam Chairman.
CHAIR JOHNSON:

Thank you very much.

Without further

15

discussion on that issue, I'm taking it that the

16

members don't object to the wording that's been

17

suggested by the ocean rec community.
Next, Tamara.

18

19

MS. KOLLER:

"Operating location." I think this was a new

20

definition, and I believe -- I think this one came

21

from Officer Noneza.

22

by an ocean recreational activity."

23
24
25

CHAIR JOHNSON:

Okay.

definition?
MS. KOLLER:

It's "any County property used

Any comments on this particular

Seeing none, just move on to the next.

The definition -- the definition for
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1

"patron," there's no -- I don't believe there's any

2

change from the original definition on that.

3

CHAIR JOHNSON:

4

MS. KOLLER:

Okay.

The next location is "rules," and this is

5

there's been some changes in here to include

6

"administrative rules and regulations of the

7

Department of Parks and Recreation as promulgated

8

pursuant to Section" 3. -- "13.04.220 of this

9

chapter," and also at the end "to carry out the

10

requirements of this chapter."

11

CHAIR JOHNSON:

12

wording?

13

COUNCIL MEMBERS:

14

CHAIR JOHNSON:

15

MS. KOLLER:

Okay.

Any objections to that particular

No objections.
Okay, seeing none, move on.

Okay, the next section is the section of

16

13.04.064, which is being repealed, and that's the

17

section relating to Type 5 permits, an exemption

18

from obtaining Type 5 permits.

19

CHAIR JOHNSON:

And I don't think there's any questions on

20

that.

21

move on to the next one.

22

MS. KOLLER:

That's got to be included.

Okay.

Seeing none, just

The next section is the new section

23

for Article X, and the title on this one was changed

24

from the original draft to be "Conduct of ocean

25

recreational activity business."

The sections that
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1

are highlighted there would be -- I need to include,

2

since we're separating out some of the sections that

3

will be renumbered, so, as an example, Section

4

13.04.330, "Ocean recreational activity revolving

5

fund," moves down to 3. -- 340 and so I'll do that

6

as we go along.

7
8

9
10
11
12

CHAIR JOHNSON:

I'll add that in.

So that's more a housekeeping, just a

renumbering?
MS. KOLLER:

Right.

CHAIR JOHNSON:

All right.

Any questions on that?

Seeing

none, just move on to the next area.
MS. KOLLER:

Section 250, this talks about the

13

applicability of this article.

14

this one was to add "or County property" at the end

15

of that description.

16

CHAIR JOHNSON:

17

MS. KOLLER:

Any questions on that?

The difference on

Seeing none.

Okay, we'll go into 13.04.260, "Ocean

18

recreational activity business prohibited," and this

19

was the section that I talked about before of

20

removing -- I need to do some things here, but

21

okay.

22

we'll move down.

23

me just a minute.

Let's see.

24

CHAIR JOHNSON:

25

MS. KOLLER:

This permit applications is what
Oops.

Excuse me.

If you can give

Do you -- do you want a recess?

Could we have maybe about five minutes' break
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1

so I can

2

CHAIR JOHNSON:

Yes, and I think it's about time that we

3

just take a brief break.

So we'll have recess

4

subject to the call of the Chair.

(Gavel) .

2:37 p.m.

5

RECESS:

6

RECONVENE:

7

CHAIR JOHNSON:

2: 51 p.m.

Meeting of Parks and Agriculture

(Gavel)

8

will reconvene.

9

going through one of the sections that she is now

10

11

Before we left off, Tamara was just

going to explain to us.
MS. KOLLER:

Tamara.

Okay, thank you, Madam Chair.

If you'd look

12

on the matrix on this one, 13.04.260, we did add

13

"beach parks or County property" and removed a

14

section, 1I0wned land other than within certain beach

15

parks as listed in this article."

16

as I had talked

17

meeting about suggested changes to this draft was to

18

separate out this "ocean recreational activity

19

business prohibited" and the actual application for

20

permit.

21

section, this is what would remain in 2.60, and then

22

the first section of -- for 270, which we would call

23

it A, would be where the permit applications could

24

be received and where they were to be submitted.

25

did remove the address because generally we don't

One other item,

as I mentioned early in the

And so if you look in this highlighted
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have the addresses in the ordinances, in case

2

there's any change of location.

3

CHAIR JOHNSON:

Okay.

Are there any questions on this

4

particular item?

5

leave this wording in?

6

cleaner.

7

MS. KOLLER:

Seeing none, is it agreeable to
I think it looks a little

Okay, moving on to the next section.

Okay.

This is where the renumbering takes

8

place because of separating out the application for

9

permit, so the -- we have a new section in

10

13.04.270A, and then we pick up with B that had been

11

in the earlier section.

12

permits in writing, you know, the name.

13

Item 2 -- B2 is the section about if it's not in a

14

zoning district that allows commercial activity, and

15

this is where the certification from the Department

16

of Planning, just some other minor changes that you

17

can see where the changes are made.

18

CHAIR JOHNSON:

19

MS. KOLLER:

20

CHAIR JOHNSON:

21
22

23

So B really talks about the
We -- in

Okay, any questions on that section?

On B.
Seeing none, move on to the next --

Officer Noneza, did you have something to inject?
MR. NONEZA:

Yes, ma'am.

My apologies.

Can we backtrack

a bit?

24

CHAIR JOHNSON:

25

MR. NONEZA:

Yes, we can.

I'm sorry.
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CHAIR JOHNSON:

At any timer nOr we can backtrack.

2

rather have this be correct than answer the

3

questions with something you missed.

4
5

MR. NONEZA:

I'd

We're under the application partr but I want

to go back to the prohibition part.

6

CHAIR JOHNSON:

7

MR. NONEZA:

And what page are you on in the matrix?

I'm on page 5 of the matrix.

If you look

8

under 13.04.260 r page 5 of the matrix r we did divide

9

that paragraph Ar and basically it's my

10

understanding that we have a prohibition section

11

separate from the application section.

12

discussing this with people r or what we have right

13

here right now r this ordinance as currently written

14

or proposed to be amended r the only prohibition

15

against ocean recreational activity is -- it's

16

unlawful if you don't have a permit.

17

only thing that's unlawful about it.

18

In -- in

That's the

When we were having a discussion with the

19

other agencies r that's finer in the sense that

20

that's the worst violation you could have of this

21

ordinance.

22

I've heard of situations whereby perhaps there could

23

be other violations of this ordinance that do not

24

cover the -- wellr that is of a lesser degree than

25

not having a permit at all.

However r we've seen -- or I've seen or

And what the -- where
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1

the discussion went to within the agency is that we

2

would put that in the administrative rules, other

3

violations that I had suggested, such as having a

4

permit but operating at a location that you don't

5

have a permit for.

6

County property be the point of sale of an ocean

7

recreational activity, and that comes about with a

8

different definition -- well, additional definition

9

of what a point of sale is.

Another one was having the

Another one would be -

10

-

well - - oh, the big

11

one was - - and I'm going to shoot this out to you

12

folks, because you folks need to think about this,

13

discuss it, or just tell me I shouldn't worry about

14

it.

15

ordinance was that anybody who has a permit is not

16

allowed to have their customers meet at that

17

location.

18

patrons from their -- from their business location

19

down to the operating location.

20

say that is because that's one of the -- I mean

21

that's our biggest impact on our beach parks at this

22

point in time.

23

another couple employee vehicles and another four or

24

five patron vehicles, and that's putting the strain

25

on our public beaches and beach parks and parking

One of my proposed prohibitions to this

They would be required to transport their

The reason why I

For everyone vendor you have about
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1

lots to the degree that the -- that you folks have

2

decided to ban certain -- I mean activities at

3

certain locations.

4

Where the discussion amongst the agencies

5

went to on that was that's going to be part of the

6

administrative rules also, but -- and some of the

7

others I mentioned might be part of the

8

administrative rules also.

9

shooting that out to you folks right now to only

10

give you an idea where we would like to see this

11

ordinance backed up by the administrative rules to

12

go to, in that we will have other prohibitions, not

13

just specifically the no-permit prohibition, but

14

other prohibitions that will impact the use of the

15

parks and how the vendors operate.

16

CHAIR JOHNSON:

Okay.

However, you know, I'm

And the Chair's question would be

17

to Mr. Kushi.

Along the lines of what Officer

18

Noneza is saying, where we've added in -- and I

19

think it's on the little supplemental sheet that we

20

have under 13.04.260, "Ocean rec activity business

21

prohibited.

22

conduct ocean recreational activities in or on any

23

County beach parks or County property" -- I guess my

24

question would be -- without first obtaining a

25

permit.

It is unlawful for any business to

My question, I gather, would be, in that
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1

areat can we also put it's all -- "or to violate any

2

of the rules or regulations contained within such

3

permit"?

4

not only the prohibition of doing business with the

5

permit but for clearly violating any of the I guess

6

parameters of that permit?

7

MR. KUSHI:

Could language be added that would cover

In -- Madam Chair t in terms of it being

8

unlawful t againt I don't see why you can'tt but

9

againt the intent of the rules and regulations is to

10

govern the conduct of an applicant permittee t and if

11

they fail to abide by the rules and regs t then the

12

ultimate t suspension or revocation.

13

intended that the -- and the OTC brought this up.

14

It is intended that the rules and regulations

15

provide for a graduated scale of miscellaneous

16

finest first violation t second violation t et cetera t

17

et cetera.

18

in, you know t if you violate a rule or regulation t

19

maybe it's also unlawful.

20

CHAIR JOHNSON:

It is -- it is

However t I -- I guess you could put it

Wellt and I -- because of the fact that I

21

understand what you're saying t Officer Noneza t that

22

there's more than just this one circumstance where I

23

guess you could find a reason for having something

24

be unlawful t is that what your point is?

25

MR. NONEZA:

Correct.

I believe that the ordinance can
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1

state that there's other things that can be unlawful

2

regarding this ocean recreational ordinance other

3

than not having a permit at all/ and just -- I can

4

understand what Mr. Kushi is saying/ but I would

5

like to point out/ and maybe this is just a

6

historical problem because we didn't have the

7

process in place/ but to go through the revocation

8

process just because somebody violates this is a

9

little bit more tedious than going through the

10

me/ the court/ issuing a citation and going to

11

court.

12

appeal to the Director or the Board of Variances or

13

whatever appeal process that is stated within the

14

ordinance to ultimately get/ perhaps/ maybe a

15

suspension or revocation of the permit.

16

you go back and then you issue them a citation for

17

not having the permit because it was suspended or

18

revoked.

19

to

Because then you have the process of the

And then

One of the things I like about it is it's a

20

kind of -- I don't know if this -- behavior

21

modification type thing we're trying to do.

22

know/ you have a permit -- if you don't have a

23

permit/ that's -- that's not right.

24

a permit and you're not doing certain things/ I

25

don't want to have to get that permit suspended or
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1

revoked.

2

have to go through the process of getting the

3

suspension or revocation and stuff like that and

4

with that fine tell them, hey, you know what, you're

5

not supposed to be do that -- be doing that, you

6

know you're not supposed to be doing that, and don't

7

do it again and there's another fine assessed,

8

rather than throwing out -- I mean going through

9

that whole revocation process.

10

CHAIR JOHNSON:

I'd rather see somebody pay a fine than

Okay.

11

also, Mr. Buck?

12

a while?

13

MR. BUCK:

14

CHAIR JOHNSON:

15

16

Parks you had a comment on this
Or no, you want to think about that

You know -If you're going to answer, just use the

microphone, John.
MR. BUCK:

Well, yeah, I guess it would have to say it

17

would be under admin rules, because there are other

18

prohibitions, but I don't know how you're going to

19

word it.

20

prohibitions in that section or just put it under

21

admin rules.

I don't know if you want to put all the

22

CHAIR JOHNSON:

Okay.

23

MR. BUCK:

24

CHAIR JOHNSON:

25

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

But there will be a lot of prohibitions.
Okay.

Councilmember Pontanilla.
Thank you, Chair.
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1

at 13.04.280 in regards to "Term of permit; renewal;

2

suspension; revocation; and penalties."

3

Officer Noneza is talking about is in addition to

4

Item B on that one particular section?

5

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

6

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

7

CHAIR JOHNSON:

8

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

9

CHAIR JOHNSON:

10

So what

Which one?
13.04.280 under B.

Page 13?

Oh r okay.

Page 6 on the draft.
I'm just looking at the matrix.

It's page 13 on the matrix.

11

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

12

CHAIR JOHNSON:

13

through.

Because that's what we're trying to go

14

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

15

to have that?

16

CHAIR JOHNSON:

17

MR. KUSHI:

Oh r okay.

Would this be the proper place

I'll ask Corporation Counsel.

Madam Chair r Councilman Pontanilla r if I

18

understand your question r on page 13 of the matrix r

19

under Section 280B r as in bOYr right about the

20

middle on the right side, the last underlined

21

sentence is what was proposed by the Council for the

22

OTC r and I think it was intended to provide for

23

that r that admin rules would contain additional

24

penalties and fines.

25

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

So rather than put it on the
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prohibited arear can we go with this here?

2

MR. KUSHI:

That was the intent.

3

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

4

CHAIR JOHNSON:

Okay.

We just have language which Tamara just

5

inserted underneath the 13.04.260 r and that is

6

"other prohibitions that impact the use of County

7

beach parks by the ocean recreational activity

8

permit holder are addressed by the administrative

9

rules."

Just change "is" to "are r " Tamara.
Now r would that -- Officer Noneza r would that

10

11

address your concern or would it still not address

12

it in your view?

13

MR. NONEZA:

Perhaps I'm

It addresses itr but it -- okay.

14

a little confused r then.

I know Ed had talked about

15

it at one point in time.

I don't know if he has an

16

answer on it.

17

perspective of a police officer issuing a citation

18

right now r versus the administrative sanctions that

19

may be available under the ordinance.

20

officer issues a citation r you have a certain bookr

21

you write on it, they go to court.

22

criminal fine.

23

written in such a manner that you write -- the

24

police write a criminal fine versus Parks and

25

Recreation r who may have some kind of enforcement

But we're looking from the

When a police

That is a

Is that -- is this ordinance being
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capacitYr writes an administrative fine?

2

concurrently, consecutively?

3

Because from my perspective r I write a citation and

4

I -- if they want to dispute itr I go in front of

5

the judge with them.

6

about something else also.

7

CHAIR JOHNSON:

8

MR. KUSHI:

9

Okay.

Is it done

I'm not certain.

However r we may be talking

Mr. Kushi.

Rightr Madam Chair.

I believe we discussed

this very briefly with you and Officer Miyahira is

10

that r againr it's a two-track system.

11

something is unlawful r then you go on to your other

12

section and you take them to court.

13

conviction r a fine up to $500.

14

that.

15

pursuant to the rules.

16

cite these people r but somebody needs to cite these

17

people.

18

collect r the County keeps that as administrative

19

fines.

20

MR. NONEZA:

When we say

Upon

The State keeps

We provide a scheme of administrative fines
You mayor may not want to

And if they don't contest the fine and we

So it would be two systems.
Okay.

So conceivably I could issue one

21

citation criminally and write to you and you can do

22

an administrative fine also under the same set of

23

circumstances?

24
25

MR. KUSHI:

Rightr butr you know r againr the question of

logistics becomes -- you know r are you going to be
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1

citing these people for every violation of the rule

2

and regulation?

3

MR. NONEZA:

I'd like to.

And you know -- I mean or at

4

least write to you and say/ you know what/ they're

5

doing it/ John Buck/ they're doing this stuff/ you

6

make the decision/ okay.

7

information to you, I have an idea what we'll do.

8

After that it's in your corner/ John.

9

If you don't do it/ then please let me know so I can

How I transmit that

You do it.

10

answer to the public who has questions about the

11

matter.

12

police officer/ it's easier for me to write a

13

criminal citation because I have -- I have total

14

control of where it's -- not total.

15

of what was done.

16

almost immediately that this was done and

17

therefore -- and not really get anybody involved

18

unless they contest that citation/ in which case

19

it's open to the public as far as coming to court

20

and seeing what the judge has to say about that

21

citation.

22

So/ you know/ from my perspective as a

I have control

I can answer to it to the public

So/ you know/ when a police officer does it/

23

closure is good.

24

Mr. and Mrs. John Doe/ I wrote to the public

25

mean Parks and Recreation.

If I have to say, you know what/

They know about it.
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1

They'll go through their administrative fine

2

process.

3

resolution is to the situation.

4

also.

5

police officer needs to enforce it, needs to know

6

these kind of things, and they have to be able to

7

respond accordingly.

8

on-the-job training for us too.

9

to get back to our people and train them as far as

Please contact them as far as what the
That can be done

But I as a police officer and any other

I mean, there's a little

10

how it's going to be done.

11

desire is, it should be.

12

CHAIR JOHNSON:

13

MR. KUSHI:

We're going to have

According to what your

Yes, Mr. Kushi.

Madam Chair, I beg your indulgence, but maybe

14

can I get back to you on this?

I'd like to do some

15

preliminary research to see how this has been

16

working out.

17

for violations of -- code violations, let's say,

18

electrical permits, plumbing permits, there's a

19

series of administrative fines and there's also a

20

criminal sanction.

21

that work.

22

court?

23

your County.

24

first and then come back to me.

25

working.

I know in some agencies of the County

Now, I want to find out how does

If you get cited for both, do you go to

The judge will say you haven't exhausted
Take care of your administrative thing
See how that's

I specifically recall in the animal
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1

control ordinance we had a series of duplications on

2

that and see how that's working out.

3

CHAIR JOHNSON:

And I can understand what the concern is

4

because if Officer Noneza has the capability to

5

issue both sets t then will the second set t which

6

would be under administrative finest actually

7

produce the same end result t which he's trying to

8

avoid?

9

in that if we're going to be charged with the

And I also can see the County's perspective

10

responsibility of enforcement and we're paying our

11

people to do this with the idea that it would go

12

into a fund which we could then use for purposes of

13

enforcement t is it going to be difficult for us to

14

do that if all the money goes to the State?

15

I have a problem with that too.

16

indulgence and also t Officer Noneza t if you would

17

not mind t we can come back to this issue.

18

like tat for the present time anywaYt just see if we

19

can move forward and then have the research done

20

prior to the time that the issue -- either it's

21

resolved in Committee or it comes up at the next

22

Committee meeting.

23

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

I meant

So with the body's

I would

Yes, Mr. Nishiki.
Yeah

t

thank you.

I think

24

specifically what he brings up as an example is what

25

I am going to ask this Administration how they are
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1

going to attempt to address it.

And what he brought

2

up is this.

3

to ideally see them pick up their students if

4

they've got a surfing class or they've got a diving

5

class or whatever.

6

done and the impact iS r Parks Department r you go

7

down to Launiupoko r you go down to the park next

8

door, Puamana Park r okay -- I went down there with

9

my son SaturdaYr Saturday morning r okay.

He said that certain schools r he'd like

At this point nothing is being

10

there.

No parking at Puamana.

11

are allover the whole frontage.

12

your boy said that the other day.

We go down

All the surfboards
Wellr you know r
Okay.

13

Everybody that you look at that's parked in

14

there -- I can tell tourists' cars because they've

15

got the rent-a-car stickers or whatever.

16

who's over there.

17

SimilarlYr Launiupoko r same thing.

18

up anybody.

19

there.

20

the parking lotr what do we have for the locals that

21

come later?

22

you saying I don't -- and who knows about the dive

23

schools r because this is where I wish my daughter

24

was here.

25

goes and tries to park down there r and again diving

That's

So all the locals get iced r okay.
They don't pick

They just tell the guys for come over

Three schools over there r 18 cars parked in

This is what he's saying.

Same thing.

Okay.

Are

She goes down to Wailea and
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1

equipment allover.

2

tourist cars and how many belong to the dive

3

company, you know.
Again, there is nobody that's going to police

4
5

this.

Okay.

What -- what are you guys going to do?

6

I mean before we even talk about these laws, Madam

7

Chairman, I'm curious what this Administration's

8

going to do with what Officer Noneza talks about.

9

Are you going to handle all of that administratively

10

or is it going to be the same -- excuse me, I don't

11

mean to offend you, but I'm going to say it

12

anyway -- the same smoke screen as we as elected

13

officials or whatever are saying, oh, okay, well,

14

nobody's really complained.

15

MR. BUCK:

Those are saying

16

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

But you know because your boys

17

carne down the other day and your ladies are also

18

here.

19

are you going to do to help him out on this -- in

20

this situation?

21

administratively?

22

Chairman, we're banking a lot on this administrative

23

rules.

24

Council is afraid to deal with it here.

25

heard was over regulation.

They know, you know, and yet you guys -- what

Can you give me an idea today
Because you know what, Madam

And I don't know if it's because this
One word I

Over regulation?
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1

you kidding me?

My parks for the people are being

2

run over by commercial users.

3

me, and the word over regulation.

4

kinds of things that we're not going to pursue it as

5

a public user of a park.

Nobody's protecting
But these are the

The only thing you take away from us is what

6
7

Mrs. Wakida said, Penny said,

"I appreciate the

8

entrepreneurial spirit of a grassroots business

9

operating on a shoestring, but our parks and beaches

10

need to be protected.

The rest of the business

11

community has to rent space, arrange for parking,

12

pay all sorts of overhead to be in business.

13

Businesses that take advantage of our public areas

14

need to be banned.

15

need to be monitored and violations must be

16

enforced.

17

ignore the comfort, happiness, and well being of

18

others.

19

closing down they cry, quote, I can't make a living.

20

I will loss my money, end of quote.

21

Greed cannot be allowed to get in the way of the

22

quality of life of Maui's people.

23

officials are the care takers of the public trust.

24

I strongly support strict control of our public

25

areas, land, sea, and air.

Legally permitted businesses

I have no sympathy for businesses which

While these businesses are faced with

So be it.

The County

Penny Wakida."
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1

I mean, this is the things that she's saying

2

and the Keahi -- old families are saying about, you

3

know, what's happening to our parks.

4

that we can no longer close our eyes, Madam

5

Chairman, and say, oh, administratively we're going

6

to handle it.

And I think

John Buck, today -- and you may not have the

7

what are you really going to do?

8

answer -- what

9

What is in the scheme of plans that you hope to keep

10

this integrity of the parks for those of us that

11

want to use it for passive purposes, rather than

12

giving it all to the legal businesses now that we're

13

going to legitimatize the use?

14

MR. BUCK:

I think the best -- the direction that the

15

Administration -- well, at least our Department

16

wants to go with is try to work what is the most

17

equitable balance between the activity and the local

18

people.

19

intent of 5.24, when originally written, we're

20

talking about a store front business, the original

21

intent -- and I think this is what Officer Noneza

22

brought up -- was to have the people meet at the

23

store front and then they would either walk over to

24

the park from that store front located near the park

25

or be transported over.

Now, I think the intent -- the original
(
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Now, if we're

1

we are right now looking

2

into what parks will be able to not have that

3

requirement or maybe have that requirement for all

4

the parks.

5

even Launiupoko or Puamana or some of the other

6

areas, even without commercial activities there's no

7

parking already.

8

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

9

MR. BUCK:

Because if you go on some of the parks,

I know.

They're over used.

So when we do this -- when

10

we look at the park by park assessment, that's where

11

administrative rules come in.

12

blanket, you know, every park, but you would have to

13

do a park-by-park assessment what activity can and

14

be done and if it's allowed, are we going to allow

15

the commercial activity to have their patrons there

16

or are we going to make it a -- could be a County

17

ordinance, or make it administrative rules, that --

18

if we were to issue them a permit, they would have

19

to provide parking some place else and transport

20

them over and meet at their site.

21

parking is the number one issue in a lot of these

22

parks.

23

You cannot really

Because the

Now, if we wanted to have a medium base

24

between them, then that might be one of the

25

requirements or not allow any type of activity in
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1

that park.

2

what's the best balance.

3

But we have to find the balance and

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

Okay.

And why I say this, Madam

4

Chairman, is, you know, as I sit here I -- I guess

5

I'm a little bit agitated, and the reason is is

6

because I at one time and still welcome the visitor

7

industry.

8

happening very quickly, all of a sudden

9

there's good and bad, but I think our people are now

I knew at one time and place

and it's
you

~now,

10

becoming almost like second class citizens here and

11

we pay homage to the visitors.

12

Okay.

13

And then finally it's like, you know, parks,

14

residents should not have to fight for our parks and

15

our use and be denied it.

16

They should not have to fight for these parks.

17

I don't like that.

I don't like that.

We've taken (inaudible)

That's all I'm saying.

And -- and how we ever got into this

18

predicament, and, you know, I was -- I was in front

19

of Charmaine's face as she was coming in from the

20

recess, but I said to Charmaine, I said, come on,

21

Charmaine, seven parks out of 20 and who knows where

22

else they can go?

23

for the residents where they don't have to put up

24

with this kind of stuff because, you know, another

25

certain group of people are coming in to use it?

I said what -- what are we saving
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1

Parks should be -- people that want to use the parks

2

and not make money should be able to go there and

3

hopefully not have to fight for parking or use,

4

Mr. Buck.
You know, and I guess we're depending upon

5
6

you guys so much because we're saying

7

administratively you guys are going to look at it.

8

You guys are going to look at carrying capacity.

9

But you know what, you guys need to speak up and you

10

need to tell the decision makers here what's really

11

happening.

12

need to tell us what is really happening.

13

believe that not everyone of us goes and has to

14

experience it.

15

you for bringing your people here, but you guys

16

really need to speak up.

You did that last week but you really

And so it's like, you know, thank

Officer Noneza, he knows.

17

Because I

That's what he can

18

tell you.

You can tell that this man knows what

19

he's talking about, you know.

20

job.

21

think all of us are.

22

of life.

23

us, man, we stressed out.

24

and we want to go to the park.

25

being stressed out thinking, wow, I live on Maui, I

He's got a hell of a

And that's why I really try to help him.

I

But this one here is quality

This one here is like, you know, many of
We work two, three jobs
And you imagine
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1

cannot go to one park because no more parking.

2

then I go down there, who the hell is using this?

3

Look at all these guys over here.

4

buck.

5

thought parks was where I can come and relax and

6

have time to really spend.

7

saying.

8
9

And

They're making a

I'm not against them making a buck, but I

And that's all I'm

You know, Jo Anne, I really appreciate where
you guys are going, but it's like, administrative

10

rules, administrative rules, and I don't know if

11

this is really going to protect it, and if it

12

ain't -- doesn't work, then you know what, get them

13

out of the parks.

14

CHAIR JOHNSON:

Mr. Nishiki.

15

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

16

CHAIR JOHNSON:

17

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

18

CHAIR JOHNSON:

These people.

And I hate to interrupt you.
I'm done.

But we have been going at this for a year

19

and a half, and one of the biggest challenges that

20

our Parks Department and our Police Department have

21

is that this particular ordinance falls under

22

Department of Finance, and as Chair of this

23

Committee, I would like an opportunity to move this

24

to the logical department that it belongs with and

25

give them an opportunity to work with our Police
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1

Department and frame something that is workable and

2

agreeable.

3

to everyone, but so that it does respond to the

4

concerns of the community.

May not be, as Mr. Buck said, agreeable

So first before we say that Parks hasn't been

5
6

doing a job or Officer Noneza's not able to do his

7

job, we need to get it where it belongs.

8

the purpose of this.

9

right with you, Officer Noneza -- and this is what

So that's

And I would -- if it's all

10

happens many times when we have these concerns -- if

11

we can resume at the other portion -- we actually

12

Tamara, do you have the part that you went through

13

where you considered adding additional language to

14

perhaps address Officer Noneza's concerns?

15

MS. KOLLER:

Yes, Madam Chair.

Actually, I -- the first

16

sentence up here that's highlighted was what we

17

first had, but Staff, we've been talking here, and

18

we propose putting the second sentence in, "Other

19

activities impacting the use of County beach parks

20

shall be prohibited by administrative rules

21

consistent with this article's purpose."

22

like to do is get some specificity to those

23

activities.

24

actual ordinance, then perhaps we can work with

25

Corp. Counsel and the officer before we meet again

What we'd

Because if we can put more into the
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1

to highlight some of those activities, I think it

2

would be clearer, but I think the second sentence is

3

a little bit clearer than the first one.

4

CHAIR JOHNSON:

Okay.

Do the Committee members have any

5

objection or does Officer Noneza to adding the

6

second sentence and then working on that premise

7

until we get a more I guess definitive answer on

8

that area?

9

MR. NONEZA:

Madam Chairman, if I may say, well, I have a

10

preference one way or the other whether something

11

goes into the ordinance or administrative rules.

12

I can -- if somebody can assure me that the

13

administrative rules will carry the same weight as

14

the ordinance itself or references made in the

15

ordinance to the weight of the administrative rules

16

and if we could write the administrative rules or

17

get a rough draft of those administrative rules set

18

up that we can discuss somewhat in conjunction with

19

this, I would feel comfortable.

20

with the other agencies we discussed my concerns and

21

a lot of it -- or some of it was referred to the

22

administrative rules.

23

comfortable that those administrative rules are

24

going to be coming out and would carry the same

25

effect that the ordinance itself will have.

Because in working

I just would like to feel
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1

if -- if we can get going on that, I really had

2

nothing to say other than let's start working on the

3

administrative rules also.

4
5

6

CHAIR JOHNSON:

Okay.

All right.

If -- Councilmember

Pontanilla.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

Thank you, Chair.

My only

7

concern would be the timing, if any.

Anything that

8

is found wrong by the Police Department out there,

9

you know, he's the guy that's on the beat, he's the

10

guy that's seeing it firsthand, and if our

11

administrative rules mean, you know, delaying a

12

citation, you know, two or three days, I just can't

13

see that.

14

doing the citation at the time that he sees it.

15

CHAIR JOHNSON:

Somebody got to be there doing the fines,

And if -- taking that into consideration,

16

and if we recall what Mr. Kushi said, he basically

17

needs to do a little bit more research to find out

18

if those two -- both the administrative rules

19

violation can be issued concurrently with the

20

citation and then where any applicable fines would

21

go and if one would further complicate the other.

22

So I think that we'll allow Mr. Kushi that time, but

23

if it's all right, we will adopt the language in the

24

second sentence proposed by -- by Staff so that we

25

can actually answer this question.

And if this ever
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1

sees the light of day in full Council, which I'm

2

hoping, then we can have those answers at the first

3

reading.

4

Okay, moving on, and where there are areas

5

where we have no changes, I just ask Staff to move

6

as quickly through those areas as possible.

7

MS. KOLLER:

Okay, thank you, Madam Chair.

I think we

in this section do we have any objections for

8

are

9

the language in B1 through -- I guess it goes into 1

10

through 10.

11

each one of those items individually.

12

CHAIR JOHNSON:

I don't know if you want to look at

If there are no

well, just go through

13

them and then when we get to any particular section

14

then we'll ask if anyone objects.

15

MS. KOLLER:

Okay.

In B1 we just made some minor changes

16

from the original draft just clarifying the name,

17

business location of the applicant.

18

this is where--

19

was in a zoning district that allows -- if not in a

20

zoning district that allows commercial activity.

21

just adds the word "parks" in there,

22

parks," and then deletes a section regarding a

23

separate fee assessed for each beach park if more

24

than one is utilized.

25

think that -- this gets into the fees that would be

In B2 the

the reference to Planning, if it

3

"beach park or

That was the sliding scale I
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discussed in Budget.

2

clarification and removes this multiple permit

3

activity( there again because of the fees that will

4

be addressed separately.
5 and 6(

5

4 adds just some --

there weren't any change -- I guess

6

6 there was one change.

This says( "Any other

7

information which may be required by rules adopted

8

by the Director."

9

"Application fee."

Application -- number 7(
This brings into -- this was a

10

recommendation from the Ocean Tourism Group stating

11

that for an -- there's an activity fee for each

12

additional activity at the beach park.

13

also includes this statement about the activity fee

14

for each additional activity will not exceed 5

15

percent of the amount of the application fee.

16

think there was some discussion the other day( and I

17

don't know if you -- if there's any discussion here

18

whether you want to leave that as a percentage.

19

think the percentage was put in because the fee

20

it was not known what the actual fee was going to

21

be.

22

this.

23
24
25

This Item 7

I

I think Mr. Buck may have something to add in

CHAIR JOHNSON:

Yes.

Yes( John.

You want to go through

this section?
MR. BUCK:

I

I think we've discussed this and having a
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1

sliding scale for additional activities and only a

2

percentage, I'm against it.

3

and where the -- where everybody is going to be is

4

an enforcement issue also, but when we look at the

5

administrative rules in Honolulu and some of the

6

other counties, it's by park, by activity, activity

7

specific.

8

our hula classes and our karate and everything else,

9

the -- they pay -- you know, in other words, like I

And

because the fees

Also, if we look at what we're doing with

10

said earlier today, anywhere from 2 to 8 dollars a

11

day to use those facilities.

12

different facilities, they don't get the second

13

facility for 5 percent of the activity fee.

14

straight per day rental.

15

eliminate that 5 percent right now and anything in

16

reference to the budget -- or the cost of fees and

17

refer it to the Budget Committee.

18

CHAIR JOHNSON:

If they're using two

It's a

But again, I would like to

So if I understand what you're saying,

19

Mr. Buck, then you would be recommending that we

20

leave in the draft bill where it states, "An

21

application fee is established in the annual County

22

budget for each application made pursuant to this

23

article"?

24

MR. BUCK:

Correct, and take out the 5 percent.

25

CHAIR JOHNSON:

So just leave it as simple as we possibly
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can so that the Budget --

2

MR. BUCK:

Refers to the Budget Ordinance r correct.

3

CHAIR JOHNSON:

4

MR. BUCK:

5

CHAIR JOHNSON:

-- Ordinance can reflect that?

Correct.
Mr. Kushi r do you have any comments on

6

that -- that language if we leave it open and not

7

deal with it in this part of the ordinance but deal

8

with it in the Budget?

9
10

MR. KUSHI:

Madam Chair r so are you saying to go back to

the previous draft?

11

CHAIR JOHNSON:

12

MR. KUSHI:

13

CHAIR JOHNSON:

14

MR. KUSHI:

Yes r it would be --

Section 7?
-- Section 7 on the previous draft.

Yeah r againr like Tamara said r that this

15

sliding scale was a recommendation from the OTC

16

grouPr

17

you know r it's your decision.

which I thought was reasonable r butr againr

18

CHAIR JOHNSON:

Are there any comments by Committee

19

members?

20

it's going to really narrow what can be done in

21

Budgetr and it's my understanding that John would

22

like to work on some type of fee structure not to

23

penalize but to just be realistic and be basically

24

along the lines of how we've established other fees.

25

Is there any feeling one way or the other on the

Because I think that if we establish this r
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Committee member's parts?
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

Mr. Molina.

Yeah, Madam Chair, I can concur

3

with the Deputy Director on this recommendation.

4

think we should go back and at least take it from

5

the County's perspective.

6

recommendations from the OTC, but, again, we have to

7

look out for the interest of the County and for the

8

public that, you know, are not involved with ocean

9

recreational activities.

I

I mean, I appreciate the

Because we have to look at

10

the realities of paying for the infrastructure in

11

which we all pay, so I think the -- what -- the

12

suggestion the Deputy Director made is good.

13

let's take it back and have them work on a fee

14

schedule.

So

Thank you.

15

CHAIR JOHNSON:

Mr. Nishiki.

16

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

I think John brought up an

17

excellent point also.

What we are being charged for

18

one group and so in all fairness why should another

19

group have another fee structure?

20

look at fees we need to look at it in that manner.

21

I guess my question in this whole area or process,

22

just because we heard the Keahi family say something

23

about him waiting for two years, about anything else

24

with the fee, Madam Chairman, is there a certain

25

amount of permits that are now in ordinance or

I think when we
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1

administrative policy that is set with who can get

2

it and how many are issued?

3

about this.

4

CHAIR JOHNSON:

5

MR. REGAN:

Because I'm concerned

Mr. Regan r would you like to answer?

Surer Madam Chair.

Keith Reganr Director of

6

Finance for the County of Maui.

Thank you for your

7

question r Councilman.

8

that when anyone applies for a permit at this point

9

in timer we send out the applications to the Police

Essentially what happens is

10

Department and to the Parks Department and we wait

11

for responses from those two departments to

12

determine whether or not we issue the permit.

13

Because we're not really set up to determine whether

14

or not there's safety concerns at these parks or

15

whether or not r you know r the usage is beyond the

16

capacity of the parks.

17

in those areas.

18

that's the Police Department.

We're not the professionals

That's the Parks Department and

19

So in the case of Mr. Keahi r we received --

20

we received information back from one of those two

21

departments and it basically said citing traffic

22

concerns.

23

wasn't issued r the permit wasn't issued in that

24

case.

25

reviewing the process r but essentially that's how we

Therefore, we wouldn't -- we didn't -- it

It's currently under some review r so we're
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1

make our decisions.

2

recommendations from the departments.

3

better than we do whether or not we should be

4

issuing those permits.

5

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

6

MR. REGAN:

7

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

8

9

It's based on the
They know

They are the professionals.

So police and parks are the two --

Correct.
-- departments that are

consulted -MR. REGAN:

Currently.

10

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

11

MR. REGAN:

in regards to -- currently?

In -- as the ordinance is written now r it is

12

in the ordinance that it requires us to submit that

13

to the Police and to the Parks Department.

14

either one of those two come back to us and say do

15

not issue the permitr we do not issue the permit.

16

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

And if

You know r I'd like to see how many

17

permits are issued for each park and the kind of

18

uses.

19

CHAIR JOHNSON:

20

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

21

22

And I think that -Do you ever get that information

for this Committee?
CHAIR JOHNSON:

I've seen the original applications

23

underneath Finance where it lists all the parksr but

24

right now r because the procedure is so loosely

25

structured and because there's no appeal mechanism
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1

contained within the Department of Finance right

2

now, to me there's been no ability to set a cap or a

3

limit because it's not contained within their

4

jurisdiction.

5

ordinance that we have.

6

It's not contained within any

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

That's fine, but I want to see

7

what we have because I think it is up to this

8

Council working in conjunction with this

9

Administration to set some type of policy.

Because,

10

as one person said, you know, somebody's got a --

11

paid for a permit to use this park and that park and

12

this park and that park, and then I don't know if

13

it's the same people or it's the same company that's

14

under two corporations and now they've got, you

15

know, a monopoly.

16

think any member here -- except, I don't know, maybe

17

Charmaine and you -- know of this.

And I'd like to see it.

18

CHAIR JOHNSON:

19

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

20

CHAIR JOHNSON:

21

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

Sure.

22

MR. REGAN:

In

I don't

Mr. Nishiki.
But I surely want to know.

Can you let Mr. Regan answer.

Thank you.

that's great.

That would be

23

great information to have, but can I make -- I just

24

want to make a comment that as of September 30th,

25

all of the permits that were issued under Finance
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1

will expire, and we're hoping that, you know, if

2

this moves to Parks before then, terrific.

3

start with a clean slate.

4

think -- my understanding is that the Parks

5

Department has some kind of a preliminary capacity

6

study on these parks, you know, and you may want to

7

review the capacity study to determine how many

8

permits need to be issued per park.

9

this Committee or -- you know, it's up to -- it's up

10

You

And what you can do is I

That's up to

to you, the legislative body, to kind of do that.

11

But information exists.

12

whatever information you want.

13

how many permits were issued, we can give you all of

14

that information, but, you know, really you may --

15

you may want to base it on the capacity study that

16

was done by our Parks Department and base it off of

17

that.

18

with that, because if they say only ten permits for

19

one park, how do you determine who gets the ten

20

permits?

21

an easy -- yeah, yeah, it's not easy to determine.

22

So anyways, thank you, Madam Chair.

23
24
25

We can provide you
If you want to know

Now, you're going to run into some issues

You know, it's going to be

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

Anyway, they did present this to

us today.
CHAIR JOHNSON:

this is not

Yes.
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COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

Okay, and I don't know if -- what

2

this represents, but if this represents something,

3

then I think the policy of lottery or first come

4

first serve or whatever, I'd like to hear from the

5

Department, being that we're going to set this

6

process up, Madam Chairman, if we do not know how it

7

is going to be set up, then I think we're doing the

8

general public and ourselves an injustice.

9

I want to know as a policy maker if it is the

Because

10

fairest way and -- and how they've been handling it

11

in the past.

12

Mr. Kushi, if we should at least not only by

13

knowledge but also by law or administrative policy

14

know exactly how they intend to move now with the

15

process.

16

Mr. Buck has any idea on how they're handling it.

17

CHAIR JOHNSON:

18

respond.

19

MR. BUCK:

Okay.

And I think that, I don't know,

I'd like to know that.

I don't know if

If you could allow Mr. Buck, then, just to

This paper you're referring to,

20

Councilman Nishiki, is -- I was reviewing the other

21

day some of the administrative rules of the City and

22

County of Honolulu because we'll probably -- we need

23

some place to start when we -- you know, when we set

24

up our administrative rules and see what the other

25

jurisdictions are.

We either can follow them or we
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1

can make changes to what they're doing.

But this is

2

just a summary of kind of what they're doing in

3

Honolulu.
As far as the permit fees -- and I only can

4
5

find two activities, I guess it's the two main

6

activities in Honolulu -- first one is scuba diving.

7

Their permit fee is $900 a year, $75 a month, or $10

8

for a daily permit.

9

diving, you're only allowed one permit for ten

For example, under scuba

10

people.

11

people in your group, you need more than one permit,

12

and it's one permit for the park for one day.

13

you're going to take -- if you're going to take 20

14

people down to a park, you need actually two permits

15

for the day.

16

annual permit, 75 monthly, and $10 for a daily

17

permit.

18

So if you're going to have more than ten

If

Same thing for windsurfing, it's $900

Now, in Honolulu I guess they've determined

19

already the number of permits they're going to issue

20

in each park.

21

number of requests exceeds the number of permits

22

that are allowed in the park, they set up a lottery

23

system and we -- and we're currently doing a lottery

24

system for one of our other activities, which is the

25

craft fairs.

So any time there is a number -- the

So we have been doing lottery systems
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already.
Okay/ and also under the administrative rules

3

in the City and County of Honolulu -- and this may

4

be something that we may want to look into because

5

there's complaints about some people can't get

6

permits because/ you know/ somebody's got -- it was

7

one of the testimonies the other day.

8

County of Honolulu if -- or in the administrative

9

rules that they may limit the number of permits an

But City and

10

applicant may be issued too.

11

enforcement purposes and also for -- get

12

information/ like you have asked earlier/ is that

13

they issue the permits per park per activity

14

specific.

15

after all the permits are issued how many permits

16

and for what type of activities and which parks.

17

And they also/ for

So you are -- you would be able to know

The problem is now when people apply for a

18

$250 a year permit/ they'll list everything.

19

it's not necessarily meaning they're going to be in

20

that particular park that day/ but they list

21

everything so they can go any park they feel like.

22

Which I can understand where they're coming from/

23

but when it comes to the enforcement and stuff I

24

think we have to be -- start being a little bit more

25

specific in what parks people are going to be
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1

operating out of.

And, you know, if we, you know,

2

get too crowded in one park, then we'll say, okay,

3

we'll issue a permit, but you'll have to take this

4

other park to continue your permit or you won't be

5

able to conduct business.
And that's where there's been some of the

6
7

complaints about just too many people in that park

8

or so many people want to come in, they just have

9

one activity, and there's some people that are

10

taking up 18 parks in one day or something.

11

was some of the testimony that was heard earlier.

12

But basically what I'm showing here on this is what

13

they're currently doing in the City and County of

14

Honolulu under the administrative rules.

15

CHAIR JOHNSON:

Are there any other questions?

That

I have a

16

question that if we added in -- in Number 7 it

17

states, "An application fee is established in the

18

annual County budget for each application made

19

pursuant to this article."

20

to say,

21

annual County budget for each permit issued pursuant

22

to this article"?

Shouldn't it be better

"An application fee as established in the

23

I think it would be better, because then once

24

we do what we've got to do, then they can, when they

25

take out administrative rules, we're going to be
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1

gathering input on what those permit fees would be

2

and we could incorporate some of the suggestions for

3

the working group within the administrative rules

4

and not -- not stipulate it in here, but that's just

5

a suggestion.

6

Mr. Buck?

7

MR. BUCK:

8

CHAIR JOHNSON:

9

MR. BUCK:

10

So do you see any problem with that,

I like your idea of the permit.
For each permit issued?

Correct.

CHAIR JOHNSON:

Because even -- let's say that a permit --

11

an application is made but the permit isn't issued.

12

It doesn't make any sense, then, to accept -- unless

13

this is just strictly -- Mr. Kushi, is this just

14

strictly an application fee that would be refunded

15

if the permit is not issued?

16

MR. KUSHI:

Madam Chair, we never thought about it.

17

There's no such -- there's no language about

18

non-refundable fees.

19

CHAIR JOHNSON:

Because I would hate like heck to say that

20

somebody made an application in good faith feeling

21

that they're going to be accepted and then all of a

22

sudden they are -- don't meet whatever the criteria

23

is and they have to have some means of getting a

24

refund, but if we include it for each permit issued,

25

I don't know, it's just a thought.
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COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

2

CHAIR JOHNSON:

3

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

4

CHAIR JOHNSON:

5

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Madam Chair.

Yes.
If I could interject here.

Yes.
Maybe in that sentence it can say,

6

"The application, activity, and permit fee shall be

7

established in the annual County budget."

8

would cover all of them.

9
10
11

CHAIR JOHNSON:

That

Say that again, "The application" --

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

"Application, activity, and permit

fees shall be established" --

12

CHAIR JOHNSON:

- - "acti vi ty, and permit fees" --

13

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

"Application

l

activity, and permit

14

fees" --

15

CHAIR JOHNSON:

16

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Yeah.

17

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

- - "in the annual County budget

18

-- "shall be established"

for each" -- and do you want to say, "for each"

19

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

20

CHAIR JOHNSON:

21

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

22

CHAIR JOHNSON:

23

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

24

CHAIR JOHNSON:

25

No, just leave it at that.

Okay.
Because it will already --

And then just --- mean each.

Do you have that, Staff?

Do you need

to -- do you need to have that repeated?
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MS. KOLLER:

I think it was, "The application, activity,

2

and permit fees shall be established in the annual

3

County budget."

4

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

5

MS. KOLLER:

6

CHAIR JOHNSON:

7

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Yeah.

I
Do you have any problems with that?
That way we can get into the

8

nitty-gritty of these fees during the Budget

9

Committee's deliberations.

10

CHAIR JOHNSON:

11

MR. KUSHI:

Right.

Mr. Kushi.

Yeah, just trying to think back.

The

12

application fee should be nominal and should be

13

non-refundable, because you are taking up County

14

time.

15

CHAIR JOHNSON:

Okay.

Just to cover the processing of the

16

application, and I think that Councilmember Tavares'

17

point is well taken.

18

with the inclusion of that wording as it exists now

19

as proposed?

20

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

21

CHAIR JOHNSON:

22

23
24
25

Does anyone have any problem

No objections.

Okay, seeing none, we'll move on.

Do you

have that, Tamara?
MS. KOLLER:

"The application, activity, and the" --

oops -CHAIR JOHNSON:

"And the permi t . "
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1

MS. KOLLER:

"and the permi t fee" --

2

CHAIR JOHNSON:

Okay.

3

MS. KOLLER:

"fees shall be established in the annual

4

County budget," and I deleted that other section

5

regarding the 5 percent.

6

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Right.

7

CHAIR JOHNSON:

Because these -- these may -- it's

Right.

8

more appropriate for this, I believe, to come up in

9

the Budget Committee where we can hash this all out.
(Inaudible) .

10

MR. BUCK:

11

CHAIR JOHNSON:

12

13

Right, and the same thing would apply that

if there's a sliding scale
MR. BUCK:

Yeah, a sliding scale or if they wanted to have

14

separate, you know, graduated fees, that's fine, but

15

that should be brought up under the Budget Ordinance

16

and not under this ordinance.

17
18

19

CHAIR JOHNSON:

Okay.

All right, Members.

The next one,

Tamara.
MS. KOLLER:

Yes.

Just for clarification, if you go back

20

to Item 3 and also Item 4, I'm not sure if these

21

need to be changed.

22

separate fee shall be assessed for each beach park

23

if more than one beach park will be utilized."

24

CHAIR JOHNSON:

25

MS. KOLLER:

Item 3, we had deleted, "A

Leave that deleted.

Oh, still leave that deleted?
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CHAIR JOHNSON:

I would say leave that deleted.

Because

2

that still has to be established when we go through

3

the Budget Ordinance.

4

MS. KOLLER:

Okay.

And the same thing for Item 4 about,

5

"No permit will be issued to allow multiple

6

activities" or do we want that --

7

CHAIR JOHNSON:

8

MR. BUCK:

9

MS. KOLLER:

And which one is that in, Number 2?

Number 4.
No, Number 4.

10

CHAIR JOHNSON:

11

MR. BUCK:

Number 4.

Any comment from Parks on that?

I have mixed feelings about that, but like I

12

said, enforcement, it's better to have separate

13

fees, even if it's a sliding scale per park and per

14

activity, but, again, if it's -- I don't know.

15

don't know.

16

CHAIR JOHNSON:

I

Are we limiting what we're going to do?

Well, if we just include it -- and this is

17

just a thought.

If we just put "the specific ocean

18

recreational activity for which the permit is being

19

sought," period.

20

permit will be issued to allow multiple activities.

21

That seems to imply that you're going to have to --

22

or you're going to be prohibited if you wanted to do

23

maybe four related activities.

24

which way we want to go.

25

any suggestions in this area, but my thought is if

That way you're not saying no

And I'm not sure

I -- the Chair is open to
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1

we keep it broad enough, if we keep it broad enough,

2

then that way we can address between administrative

3

rules and also during budget hearing or budget

4

discussion we can address what's appropriate.

5

there any comment, Councilmember Tavares?

6

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Is

Yeah, I think that the two that

7

were mentioned by Ms. Koller are actually policy

8

directions that we're setting, and I think that the

9

policy direction is all right for us to set because

10

we're not attaching any dollar amounts to them.

11

CHAIR JOHNSON:

Okay.

12

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

And then the fee schedules would

13

have to follow the policy as set forth in this -- in

14

this ordinance, if it be adopted.

15

that if we don't have it in there and during the

16

budget discussions we want to talk about this thing,

17

they're going to say, well, under what authority are

18

you expanding the fees or proposing fees when the

19

ordinance itself is, you know, moot or silent on

20

this particular part?

21

leaving it in there and --

22

CHAIR JOHNSON:

23

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

So I'm worried

So I don't see a problem with

Under 4?
Under, yeah, both 3 and 4.

Tamara

24

brought up 3 and 4.

Leave that in there r then

25

it's -- then it's clearer that it's going to be
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1

you know r when we talk about the fees r then r or the

2

Department talks about its administrative rules r it

3

will have this as policy to guide it as far as

4

multiple activities and multiple parks or whatever

5

the case may be.

6
7

CHAIR JOHNSON:

So you're suggesting that we leave Number

4 unchanged --

8

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

9

CHAIR JOHNSON:

Yeah.

-- in the original draft bill?

10

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

11

CHAIR JOHNSON:

12

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Right.

And not go with 2C?

Yeah r I guess whatever it is that

13

Tamara read.

14

got revised already.

15

something that's a little far for me to see right

16

here.

17

CHAIR JOHNSON:

I'm not sure that what I have is what
So I'm trying to look at

You want to go over that one final timer

18

because I may not be looking at the right one

19

either.

20

MS. KOLLER:

Sure.

What I would -- what we would do is my

21

question was right now on the ordinance that -- the

22

version that we have it says under 3 r

23

the County beach park or parks to be utilized for

24

the proposed ocean recreational activity business."

25

Now r what we had delated -- what we had deleted wasr
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1

"A separate fee shall be assessed for each beach

2

park if more than one beach park will be utilized

3

for the ocean recreational activity business."

4

was

5

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

6

MS. KOLLER:

7

8
9

That

Yeah, see --

-- my question, do you want to set -- are

you -COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:
back in.

I think I would like to see it put

Because I think that gives us more

10

direction for when the administrative rules come up

11

and when we discuss this in the Budget Committee.

12

It will be clearer.

13

Committee, you know, there's

14

and we're only, you know, five.

15

CHAIR JOHNSON:

16

shortly.

Because in the Budget
it's nine members,

I know, and we'll be going to even less

17

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

18

CHAIR JOHNSON:

Yeah.

The -- so what is the pleasure of the

19

Committee members?

20

Because between now and first reading we can

21

reinsert it if there's a compelling reason to do so.

22

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

23

CHAIR JOHNSON:

Should we leave in the wording?

I would go along leaving

Or we can strike it, whichever way.

Do

24

you want to include that language that Tamara just

25

read and put in the second sentence?
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1

COUNCIL MEMBERS:

2

CHAIR JOHNSON:

3

4

No objections.
All right, so the majority of members want

it added back in, Tamara.
MS. KOLLER:

Okay, I'll add that back in.

And then in

5

Item 4, currently it reads, "The specific ocean

6

recreational activity or activities for which the

7

permit is being sought and the beach park or parks

8

at which each activity may be conducted."

9

two additional sentences that we had deleted.

There's
They

10

are, if you look on -- on page -- whatever -- page 6

11

of the matrix.

12

multiple activities.

13

required for each activity.

14

preclude an applicant from conducting multiple

15

activities, provided mUltiple permits are obtained."

16

So my question would be, do you want to put that

17

back in?

18

CHAIR JOHNSON:

"No permit will be issued to allow
A separate permit will be
This provision does not

This, again, according to what you had

19

stated, Councilmember Tavares, would be a policy

20

call.

21

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

22

CHAIR JOHNSON:

23

Right.

So do you believe we should reinsert that

second section?

24

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

25

activities.

Yeah, because it's for different

It's not the same activity in different
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parks.

2

CHAIR JOHNSON:

Right.

3

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

So for different activities I

4

believe there should be a separate permit for each

5

activity.

6

CHAIR JOHNSON:

Okay.

So you're stating -- is it the

7

pleasure of the Committee, then, to leave this --

8

the language in?

9

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

10

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

11

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

12

CHAIR JOHNSON:

Yes.

Yes.
No objection.

All right.

Tamara, then, just reinsert

13

that language, which would be no permit will be

14

issued to allow mUltiple activities.

15

MS. KOLLER:

Right.

I'll add both of those back in, and

16

maybe I can get you to -- we can go down a little

17

bit further and while you're reviewing it, I can

18

add

19

CHAIR JOHNSON:

Reinsert that.

20

leave off?

21

section in 1 through 8?

22

MS. KOLLER:

Okay, and where did we

Does that answer everything in that

There's Items 9 and 10 that were added.

I

23

think we had State -- we had tax clearance in there

24

in another section before.

25

it was.

I'm not quite sure where

But this one says, "State of Hawaii and
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1

Federal tax clearance certificates" and then Item 10

2

was "A written rescue policy and procedures

3

applicable to their specific operation and

4

documentation of annual in-service training of their

5

staff."

6
7

CHAIR JOHNSON:

Okay.

should be left in, or at least added.

8

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

9

CHAIR JOHNSON:

10

the Chair believes that these

I

Yeah.

Yes, Councilmember Tavares.

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

I just wonder if instead of

11

"rescue policy" it should say "safety policy,"

12

because not all things happening are rescues, but

13

it's safety.

14

CHAIR JOHNSON:

15

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

16

17

The Chair has no problem -And rescues would be included

under safety, I would imagine.
CHAIR JOHNSON:

That -- that seems like a good suggestion.

18

Do you have any problem with that, Mr. Kushi?

19

Officer Noneza?

20

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

21

CHAIR JOHNSON:

22

MR. BUCK:

23

CHAIR JOHNSON:

No problem.
What about Parks Department?

And Parks?

No, I have no problem with that.
Okay, all right.

So if we could just

24

substitute the word "A written safety policy and

25

procedures applicable to a specific operation," and
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1

then 9 should stay as it is.

2

adding those?

3

COUNCIL MEMBERS:

4

CHAIR JOHNSON:

5

MS. KOLLER:

No objection, then, to

No objections.
Thank you.

Okay.

So we're on page 7.

On page 7C, these -- C1, 2, and 3 are

6

the same.

7

different was my spacing on the matrix.

8

CHAIR JOHNSON:

9

MS. KOLLER:

10
11
12

The only reason why it looks a little bit

And that's 8 on the matrix, right?

Right.

CHAIR JOHNSON:

Okay.

So no questions on those?

Okay,

the next one, Tamara.
MS. KOLLER:

Okay, when we go to Item D on page 9, there

13

was a change.

There was an addition.

14

the last sentence.

15

does -- and this is where we -- oh, okay.

16

minute.

17

added besides sending the document to the Department

18

of Police, we're also sending the applications to --

Excuse me.

I think it's

If the Department of Police
Wait a

This goes back, this section we

19

CHAIR JOHNSON:

Planning.

20

MS. KOLLER:

Department of Planning, and then if --

21

within 20 days if the departments have not responded

22

within 20 days, then the Director will proceed with

23

processing the application.

24

CHAIR JOHNSON:

Yes, Councilmember Molina.

25

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

Yeah, Madam Chair, just for
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1

clarification r the 20 daysr are we looking at 20

2

working days or just 20 straight calendar days?

3

CHAIR JOHNSON:

4

MR. BUCK:

5

CHAIR JOHNSON:

6

7

That's a good question.

Should be working days.
What would be the intent

or is it calendar days?
MR. NONEZA:

Officer Noneza.

I think it's business days.

8

sentence it says 20

9

the receipt thereof."

10

CHAIR JOHNSON:

11

MR. NONEZA:

is it working

In the previous

"within 20 business days from

Okay.

So you could put 20 business days also r

12

repeat that as stated in the previous sentence

13

that's not underlined.

14
15

CHAIR JOHNSON:

So essentially that would be a total of

four weeks, then.

16

MR. NONEZA:

17

CHAIR JOHNSON:

One month.

18

MR. NONEZA:

workable.

19

CHAIR JOHNSON:

Which should be sufficient.

Yeah r

in essence one month r which is

20

with that?

21

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

22

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

23

CHAIR JOHNSON:

Any problems

No.
No.

OkaYr and just insert the wording

24

"business days."

25

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

So what we're discussing r Madam
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1

Chair, is that -- the underlined section under the

2

matrix 9 is what we would be including now?

3

CHAIR JOHNSON:

4

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Yes, and that would be under D.
Okay, so the no comment part I

5

think is important to note, because it doesn't mean

6

tacit approval if we don't receive comments.

7

CHAIR JOHNSON:

Yes.

8

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

9

CHAIR JOHNSON:

Okay, thank you.

The next one, Tamara.

I think it's down

10

by F, where it says "or failure to act" on page 9 in

11

the matrix.

12

MS. KOLLER:

Okay, E, there was no changes, I don't

13

believe, and F, we just changed "refuses" to "fails"

14

and "decision, or failure to act."

15

CHAIR JOHNSON:

16

COUNCIL MEMBERS:

17

MR. NONEZA:

18

CHAIR JOHNSON:

19

MR. NONEZA:

Any problems with that?
No.

I have a question on behalf of the Director.
Yes.

It says, one, two -- about the third sentence

20

in, "If the Director fails to issue the permit

21

within 15 business days of the Director's

22

receipt"

23

CHAIR JOHNSON:

24

MR. NONEZA:

25

CHAIR JOHNSON:

Which one are you looking at?

Under F.
F, okay.
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MR. NONEZA:

Yeah.

"If the Director fails to issue the

2

permit within 15 business days of the Director's

3

receipt of the written report of the Police

4

Department or Planning Department or denies the

5

permit application, the Director shall notify the

6

applicant in writing of his decision setting forth

7

the reasons for the refusal or denial."

8

saying that the Director is going to refuse or deny

9

it automatically?

10

CHAIR JOHNSON:

No.

Is that

This would be the Parks Director

11

based on the comments from either Police or from the

12

Planning Department.

13
14
15

MR. NONEZA:

Right.

Oh, I'm sorry.
CHAIR JOHNSON:

But it says, "If he fails"

-- okay.

Forget it.

No, that's okay.

That's all right.

But

16

if -- if there is a question, do we want to insert

17

Parks Director?

18

MR. NONEZA:

No, that's okay.

19

CHAIR JOHNSON:

To make it clearer?

20

right.

21

we know that that's Parks.

22

comments?

23

MS. KOLLER:

Just leave it.

Because this is under the Parks.

All

All right,

Are there any other

Seeing none.

I just made a couple clarifications for

24

consistency to make sure we have Department of

25

Police and added Planning in there.
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2

3

CHAIR JOHNSON:

Okay, great.

Thank you.

And I guess

we're on page 10.
MS. KOLLER:

I believe I added G because that was one of

4

the items I had talked about earlier.

5

that appeal, that any decision or failure to act was

6

treated as separate on there.

7

CHAIR JOHNSON:

We took out

So then we go to 270.

Well, F -- was F a change, too, under the

8

draft bill on page 10?

"Only one vehicle may be

9

used by any permit holder at each approved beach

10

park" or was that just a change that had been made

11

to the draft and you wanted to highlight it?

12

Because I notice that underneath 2C -- well, that

13

would be on page 10.

14

F on any of the Ocean Tourism Coalition's section,

15

and then F we added it in under the draft bill.

16

MS. KOLLER:

I'm not sure.

17

CHAIR JOHNSON:

We didn't have anything under

I'll have to look at that.

Well, I'm figuring because we're going to

18

G, that F is going to be there.

19

couple minutes on that?

20

MS. KOLLER:

21

CHAIR JOHNSON:

22

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

23

CHAIR JOHNSON:

24
25

So do you need a

Are you on page 9?
I'm on page 10.
10 in the matrix.

10 in the matrix, and I'm looking at --

the center section, I'm looking at F.
MS. KOLLER:

Oh.

Oh, I'm sorry.

I see.

I think we added
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that to another section.

2

Corporation Counsel can -- I think that -- I'll have

3

to look back, but I think that was added into one of

4

the other sections.

5

here.

6

CHAIR JOHNSON:

Okay.

I don't know if Parks or

That's why we don't have it

And I also notice in E, you've got

7

here under E on page 10 in both the draft and the

8

OTC comments, "All permit holders shall have a

9

written rescue policy."

And in keeping with

10

Councilmember Tavares' suggestion, perhaps "a

11

written safety policy."

12

MS. KOLLER:

13

CHAIR JOHNSON:

14

MS. KOLLER:

15

CHAIR JOHNSON:

16

MS. KOLLER:

17

That - - that part
So change

Excuse me, Madam Chair.
Yes.

B through E were removed because that -- by

the details that were going to be in the --

18

CHAIR JOHNSON:

Oh, okay.

19

MS. KOLLER:

in the administrative rules.

20

I think it

was the first meeting --

21

CHAIR JOHNSON:

Oh, I see what you're saying.

22

MS. KOLLER:

when we looked at those areas as really

23

being more of what types of information specific

24

that needed to be included in the application, and I

25

think that same thing was the reason on F, why there
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is nothing in Draft 2C.
CHAIR JOHNSON:

Oh, I see.

And then you would be

3

renumbering on page 11.

4

would now be B.

5

MS. KOLLER:

6

CHAIR JOHNSON:

7

Instead of it being G, it

Now B, correct.
Okay, I've got you.

So much to deal wi tho

Does everybody have that, though?

8

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

9

CHAIR JOHNSON:

Yeah.

All right.

If there is no -- if there are

10

no problems, then we'll -- we'll take that

11

recommendation and leave that as the second one on B

12

on page 11.

13

MS. KOLLER:

Okay.

Then on page 11 that was -- it was G

14

but now is B, there wasn't any change from the last

15

original draft.

16

County designates an exclusive area for unloading,

17

rigging, assembly, and disassembly.

18

shall be done promptly.

19

minutes."

20

the locations we may not be able to designate an

21

actual space.

22

CHAIR JOHNSON:

23

MS. KOLLER:

In C we added "In the event the

Such activities

Must be completed within 30

This gives the option because of some of

Does Parks have any comment about that?

Then in D, I think "County" was added.

E,

24

this relates to solicitation of business.

25

to have to check the reference on this one, because
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1

we went through and did some renumbering.

2

reference to 13.04.270B probably has changed.

3

CHAIR JOHNSON:

Right.

So that would just be a

4

housekeeping issue to renumber that.

5

Officer Noneza.

6

MR. NONEZA:

That

Any questions?

Madam Chairwoman r under Dr who decides what

7

was previously contracted for under equipment?

It's

8

my understanding, if it is the intent of this body,

9

to -- that applicants must declare what equipment

10

they will utilize.

11

exactly -- wellr whether or not this language in D

12

should be clarified that "only equipment approved

13

under the application can be unloaded from the

14

vehicle r " whether that should be the language r

15

instead of "only equipment previously contracted

16

for."

17
18
19
20
21

CHAIR JOHNSON:

Okay.

So therefore r it's not

Mr. Kushi r you have a comment on

that one?
MR. KUSHI:

No.

I don't understand the question, Madam

Chair.
CHAIR JOHNSON:

Wellr basicallYr under Dr what the wording

22

is currentlYr it saysr "Only equipment previously

23

contracted for shall be unloaded from the vehicle."

24

And what Office Noneza is suggesting is that we

25

change -- or that the Council Committee consider
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1

changing "Only equipment approved under the

2

application" -- and then strike "previously

3

contracted" -- "shall be unloaded from the vehicle."

4

Because this is -- these are all new permits.

5

you think that would be acceptable?

6

MR. KUSHI:

So do

Well, Madam Chair, when they apply for the

7

permit, they have to list the equipment.

Ten

8

surfboards, five scuba tanks, et cetera.

The only

9

equipment to be unloaded from the vehicle to the

10

County parks should be within that list.

11

CHAIR JOHNSON:

12

MR. KUSHI:

Okay.

Maybe only two surfboards will be, you know,

13

unloaded.

14

to be unloaded or?

15

MR. NONEZA:

Is the question saying that all five has

Okay.

I understand what you're saying.

We

16

have a vendor out there right now who currently

17

includes as part of his package putting out lawn

18

chairs and umbrellas in the beach park.

19

where -- do we want to allow him to do that?

20

don't think so.

21

intent.

22

something specific and the lawn chairs and beach

23

umbrellas are not part of that.

24

MR. KUSHI:

25

MR. NONEZA:

Is that
I

That's not my understanding of the

He's out there to give a lesson in

Correct.
The need.
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MR. KUSHI:

So in his new application he shouldn't be

listing that.
MR. NONEZA:

Correct.

But then he will contract with

4

these people to as part of his package that I'll

5

give you a lesson and we'll provide you two

6

surfboards and my instructor and for your mother and

7

dad who wants to stay on the beach, they can have

8

the beach umbrella and the chairs.

9

tell him no, that's not allowed?

10

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

11

MR. NONEZA:

So do we want to

Yes.

If we could modify "only equipment previously

12

contracted for or approved under your application

13

for the permit shall be unloaded" -- or "and

14

approved under your application for your permit

15

shall be unloaded from the vehicle," I think that

16

would expand the explanation to satisfy the

17

contingency that you speak of.

It has to be

18

contracted for, for one thing.

If it's got two

19

surfboards, that's the only thing that's unloaded,

20

and if your application did not include the lawn

21

chairs and the beach umbrellas, then that's not

22

approved.

23

there in the park also.

24

care of both sides of our concerns.

25

equipment previously contracted for and allowed

Then, therefore, it shouldn't be out
I think that would take
So only
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1

and allowed within your application for a permit

2

shall be unloaded from the vehicle.

3

MR. KUSHI:

That should work.

4

CHAIR JOHNSON:

Okay.

Since the Chair was otherwise

5

occupied, I apologize, but I -- you know, one of the

6

suggestions that I had when this first came up would

7

be to add "only equipment authorized by the permit

8

shall be unloaded from the vehicle."

9

know if that addresses the concerns.

10

MR. NONEZA:

And I don't

But then you have Mr. Kushi's concern is that

11

it's saying that if you have authorized under the

12

permit to have ten boards, do you unload the ten

13

boards at that point in time when the ten boards

14

haven't been contracted for?

15

addition of that language with the current language

16

would remedy or answer the situation that is

17

happening or could happen.

18

CHAIR JOHNSON:

So I think the

So your suggestion, if I understand you

19

correctly, can you reiterate that, what your

20

language would be?

21

MR. NONEZA:

The language would be "only equipment

22

previously contracted for and authorized under your

23

application for a permit shall be unloaded from the

24

vehicle."

25

CHAIR JOHNSON:

Do you have a problem with that,
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Mr. Kushi?

2

MR. KUSHI:

3

CHAIR JOHNSON:

4

5

No, no, I don't.
Okay.

And does Staff have that?

want that repeated again, Tamara?
MS. KOLLER:

I think I've got it.

Let's see if this is

"Only equipment previously contracted for

6

right.

7

and authorized under the application."

8

CHAIR JOHNSON:

9

MS. KOLLER:

CHAIR JOHNSON:

11

MR. NONEZA:

12

CHAIR JOHNSON:

13

MS. KOLLER:

14

CHAIR JOHNSON:

16

Under the permit.

Is it the application or the permit?

10

15

Do you

Under the permit.

Under the permit.
And then strike "for."

Yeah, "shall be unloaded from the vehicle."
Okay.

Is that all right with the members?

Councilmember Molina.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

Yeah, Madam Chair, I don't know for

17

what it's worth to add more specificity to it,

18

water -- or the activity-related equipment.

19

Because, you know, when you think -- I guess when

20

I'm looking -- as I interpret equipment, it could

21

mean a broad range of things, but it could mean

22

that's directly related to the activity itself.

23

as Officer Noneza pointed out, you know, you have

24

these guys bringing out beach chairs and umbrellas.

25

I mean, it should only be the equipment that's going
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to be actually used.
CHAIR JOHNSON:

Well, then that's where my

3

understanding -- because I've been working with

4

Officer Noneza too, they would not be permitted to

5

take anything out that was not authorized.

6

they did not list beach chairs on their permit, they

7

would not be permitted to put those out in the area.

8

So it's my understanding, and is it also your

9

understanding, Officer Noneza, that they would not

10
11

So if

be able to do that?
MR. NONEZA:

Yes, ma'am.

Under your consideration, sir,

12

I'm sure a lot of people will list first aid kit.

13

mean, that's kind of logical.

14

I mean we have no objections to them taking out the

15

first aid kit and setting it on the beach where it

16

might be -- I mean in the park where it's nearby and

17

readily available to their clientele, but that makes

18

it much more important for the people reviewing the

19

application for a permit to start looking at these

20

things and saying, hold on, we don't understand why

21

it's needed and, therefore, to make recommendations

22

to the Director based upon (inaudible).

23
24
25

CHAIR JOHNSON:

Thank you very much.

We would like them

Does that answer

your question?
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

That's fine.

I

As long as that's
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1

covered.

2

CHAIR JOHNSON:

Yes, thank you very much.

The next item,

3

since we're going to go with that language.

4

we're on -- are you on E?

5
6

MS. KOLLER:

E, I think I just need to check the

reference.

7

CHAIR JOHNSON:

8

MS. KOLLER:

9

10

I think

Oh, right.

I wanted to make sure that that was okay.

I

don't know if there's anything else that you want
expanded in that area.

11

CHAIR JOHNSON:

12

MS. KOLLER:

No, I think it's fairly clear.

Then on the next page, page 12, under F and

13

G, I think these two areas came from another area

14

about the maintenance or repair of equipment within

15

or on County property, and then "Any business issued

16

a permit under this chapter must at all times keep

17

the permit in a prominent location convenient for

18

inspection at the business location and operating

19

locations."

20
21
22

CHAIR JOHNSON:

Okay, fine.

this particular area?
MS. KOLLER:

Okay.

Are there any questions on
Seeing none, we'll move on.

This next area is the term of permit

23

renewal, suspension, revocation, and penalties.

24

think there was something -- let's see.

25

section in here was to add the one -- "shall
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1

continue for one year" and to remove that -- the

2

time period specified in the permit so there was

3

a -- to leave it for an annual time period.

4

that was something that came up in the meeting with

5

Parks and Corp. Counsel.

I think

Also, we added a section in there, "unless an

6
7

approvable request for renewal with updated

8

application information and submittals is filed at

9

least 40 business days prior to the expiration of

10

the permit," and then "the application fee and any

11

activity fees for any permit issued for less than

12

one year shall be prorated accordingly."

13

sure if you want that in here or if that's something

14

that should be handled in your --

15

CHAIR JOHNSON:

Administrative rules.

16

MS. KOLLER:

in administrative rules.

17

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

18

CHAIR JOHNSON:

19

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

20

Yes.

I think it can be handled in the

Budget Committee.
CHAIR JOHNSON:

22

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

23

the dates.

25

Madam Chair.

Any thoughts on that?

21

24

I'm not

CHAIR JOHNSON:

Yes.
When we talk about the fees and

So let's strike that last sentence

I

then,

where it just says, "the application fee and any
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1

activity fees for any permit issued for less than

2

one year shall be prorated accordingly."

3

that.

4

MS. KOLLER:

Okay.

So strike

Then moving on to B, this one -- we'll

5

just say "the Director may suspend."

We took out

6

the "has the authority to."

7

this ordinance you're giving him the authority.

8

then we deleted the section "or anyone under the

9

direct or indirect control of the permit holder."

By this -- you know, by
And

10

We added "Any other enforcement penalties or fines

11

shall be imposed pursuant to properly adopted

12

administrative rules."

13

CHAIR JOHNSON:

Right.

14

MS. KOLLER:

15

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

16

CHAIR JOHNSON:

17

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Or do you want this is as
One question.

Yes.
Mr. Kushi, on these penalties and

18

fines, are they included in administrative rules or

19

are they also in the Budget Ordinance under the

20

Appendix B?

21

MR. KUSHI:

I'm not sure.

I've got to get back to you.

22

I'm trying to think of some rules and regulations

23

that have fines and are they imposed in your

24

exhibits, in your appendix.

25

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Because I think the whole -- the
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1

overall County Code was trying to get away from

2

putting numbers in any of their ordinances and have

3

everything refer back to the appendix in the Budget

4

Ordinance, and probably administrative rules should

5

be following the same sort of pattern.

6

sure.

7

maybe Tamara can remember what we did with some of

8

the penalty things.

9

Department or Public Works building -- building

10

So I'm not

We had such a horrendous budget session,

And I think it was Planning

codes.

11

MS. KOLLER:

Madam Chair.

12

CHAIR JOHNSON:

13

MS. KOLLER:

Yes.

And I -- actually, I have a copy of the

14

Budget Ordinance, and we do have a section on fines,

15

forfeits, and penalties relating specifically for

16

real property tax, and -- but I believe when we get

17

into the Planning Department, there are like

18

after-the-fact permits, so I don't know if you look

19

at that as being, you know, a fine or a penalty.

20

have --

21
22

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

MS. KOLLER:

24

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

25

Maybe to cover ourselves we should

put a -- you know, an and/or thing.

23

And/or.
"And/or as prescribed in the

Budget Ordinance," something like that.
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1

whichever way it's supposed to be we have the

2

flexibility to do it.

3

CHAIR JOHNSON:

One of the things that we may be able to

4

do, Councilmember Tavares, is to put in "Any other

5

enforcement, penalties, or fines shall be imposed in

6

accordance with existing law," and then that way --

7

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

8

CHAIR JOHNSON:

9

-- it would apply whether it's

administrative rules or whether it's our Budget

10

Ordinance.

11

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

12

CHAIR JOHNSON:

13

Uh-huh.

And just say, you know,

"in accordance

with existing law."
Corporation Counsel, do you have a problem

14
15

Oh, yeah.

with that?

16

MR. KUSHI:

Oh, no, that's fine.

17

CHAIR JOHNSON:

All right.

Thank you, Madam Chair.

So that's my suggestion to

18

just add "in accordance with existing law."

19

other comments on this area?

20
21

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

MS. KOLLER:

23

CHAIR JOHNSON:

25

And then you would strike out the

"pursuant"?

22

24

Any

Right.
Right, "shall be imposed in accordance

with existing law."
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

That sounds good.
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CHAIR JOHNSON:

2

MS. KOLLER:

Okay.

Okay.

Then moving along, Section 290, the

3

"Nontransferable," there's been no change in that

4

one, and then also in 300, "Inspection of permit,"

5

there's been no change.

6

CHAIR JOHNSON:

7

MS. KOLLER:

Okay.

310, "Unlawful ocean recreational activity

8

operations; penalty," there was no change on this.

9

I do believe that

Offic~r

Noneza had suggested a
$500 as opposed to the

10

fine of not less than 100

11

$100.

12

included in the Budget Ordinance.

13
14

I'm not sure, is this -- if this should be

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Probably.

'I know that it -- Madam

Chair.

15

CHAIR JOHNSON:

Yes.

16

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Every time we talked about dollar

17

signs in the ordinances, you know, this red flag

18

would go tip.

19

references to specific numbers out of the ordinance

20

and into the appendix.

21

language as we put in other places can be addressed

22

here, but that fines should be mentioned in this

23

section.

24

CHAIR JOHNSON:

25

MS. KOLLER:

So we were

Right.

~rying

to get all of those

So maybe this same sort of

Permits

I could work on --
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CHAIR JOHNSON:

2

MS. KOLLER:

3

4
5

6

fees

l

licenses

l

and fines.

I can work on language on that as -- and then

have that for you.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

It should be fines shall be

imposed as provided by law.
CHAIR JOHNSON:

Right.

Is it all right with Staff -- for

7

Staff to make the necessary change and then move

8

forward?

9

MS. KOLLER:

320

I think we're coming closer to the end.
1

"Other requirements."

10

section 250 is the same.

11

there's no changes in that one from the previous.

12

CHAIR JOHNSON:

13

MS. KOLLER:

Yes

I'm not sure if

l

I think it is.

So

Okay.

The next thing on the matrix -- I had

14

included on the matrix so you could see itl however 1

15

it's not in the proposed bill.

16

on appeals.

17

Chapter 13 1 13.041 and it was just really to show

18

you that we do have the appeals section.

19

CHAIR JOHNSON:

20

MS. KOLLER:

This is the section

It's already an existing section in

Okay.

And we'll go on to 13.04.330 1 the revenue

21

section .there we recommended taking out because we

22

were replacing it with a section regarding the ocean

23

recreational activity revolving fund.

24

CHAIR JOHNSON:

25

MS. KOLLER:

Okay.

And the difference in that particular
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1

section r as opposed to what we were originally

2

looking at r was we took out maintenance of beach

3

parks that permit commercial ocean recreational

4

activities and saw that the fines were used --

5

excuse mer the funds coming into this fund were for

6

enforcement of this article onlYr and we removed

7

that section giving specific r you know r description.

8
9

CHAIR JOHNSON:

So it would be limited r and that -- that's

on page 16.

10

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

11

CHAIR JOHNSON:

12

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Madam Chair.

Yes.
On page 16 also r if we want to

13

keep what -- the parallel construction of how we've

14

talked about application feer activity feer and

15

permit fee --

16

CHAIR JOHNSON:

17

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

18

And permit feer right.

in so that's the same throughout the ordinance.

19

CHAIR JOHNSON:

20

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

21

Rightr so that we're consistent.

CHAIR JOHNSON:

23

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

25

Yeah.

So "The application,

activitYr and permit fees"

22

24

maybe we have to put that back

yeah.

And permit fee.

OkaYr

CHAIR JOHNSON:

"or fines are hereby deemed r "

thank you.

Okay.

Any questions?

I know that we're
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1

going to be losing quorum in about another five

2

minutes, so because we have made a number of changes

3

and the framework will change slightly today, the

4

Chair can approach this one of two ways.

5

we're almost there.

6

need a whole lot of time, other than addressing the

7

inclusion of any prohibition of any existing beach

8

parks, which CouncilmeIDber Nishiki has brought up,

9

because that was a contentious issue.

I think

We're probably not going to

I personally would like to see this in a

10
11

format, and I do not know if Staff can complete all

12

of the work by tomorrow, because we cannot -- if we

13

do recess this meeting at 4:30, we have available

14

2:30 tomorrow afternoon.

15

longer than one hour, though, or certainly not

16

longer than an hour and a half because at 4:00

17

o'clock I have a previous commitment that I cannot

18

get out of because I've rescheduled it many times

19

before.

20

time to go through all of these changes, that's

21

fine.

22

recess it till 2:30 tomorrow.

23

and when is our posting -- or when would our next

24

meeting be?

25

We should -- we cannot go

If you believe that we will have sufficient

We can recess this one time and

go and-

Otherwise, we can go

Is it the 14th?

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

~hen

Uh-huh.
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CHAIR JOHNSON:

That would be our next regularly scheduled

meeting, the 14th.

2

P~rks

3

MS. KOLLER:

4

CHAIR JOHNSON:

It is the 14th, Madam Chair.
The 14th.

At which time we would then

5

take public testimony and go through the ordinance

6

for final passage on -- hopefully final passage onto

7

the, full Council.

8

pleasure is.

9

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

I would like to know what your

Yeah, Madam Chair, I would rathex

10

us finish up our work before we go into a meeting

11

where we need public testimony.

12

public testimony should be on a completed document.

13

So I would like to see us continue working on this.

14

I have two areas that I would like to pursue and

15

it's in the definition part of County beach park,

16

which I believe is where we list the parks where

17

it's completely prohibited and also any other

18

prohibitions, which I am thinking of prohibiting

19

writing it in here as a policy that activities be

20

prohibited during weekends and holidays so that

21

there's a policy, then, that the Department can go

22

out and when they do the administrative rules

23

they've got some guidelines.

24

areas that I would like to discuss further, and I am

25

available tomorrow at 2:30 if you would like to

Because I think the

So those are the two
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recess this meeting till then.
CHAIR JOHNSON:

And the Chair's available at 2:30

3

tomorrow.

4

chance to check on his schedule would be

5

Councilmember Carroll, but because there's some bad

6

weather, tou know, I'm sure he couldn't really offer

7

whether he's going to be able tQ get even to this

8

side tomorro,w or not depending on how the weather

9

is.

10

The only individual I did not have a

But we have sufficient number of members to

continue this and tlten complete our work.
So is it the pleasure of the Committee

11
12

members that we recess the meeting allowing Staff

13

time and also Councilmember Tavares or any other

14

member to submit any concerns or written

15

transmittals to this Committee and just recess till

16

tomorrow at 2:30?

17

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

18

CHAIR JOHNSON:

19

MS. KOLLER:

Okay.

Do you have any comments, Tamara?

My only comment was if there's -- if any of

20

the other members have any additional changes that

21

they would like to have, if you .could- get them to

22

me, I can prepare a worksheet or have it available

23

with some language so that we can discuss it

24

tomorrow.

25

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Okay, thank you.
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CHAIR JOHNSON:

And Councilmember Nishiki.

2

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

Yeah/ what was the - - did you

3

accept the $500.minimal fine that Policeman Noneza

4

suggested?

5
6

CHAIR JOHNSON:

We didn't get into -- I don't believe we

got into the fines yet.

7

MS. KOLLER:

8

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

9

CHAIR JOHNSON:

10
11

Madam Chair.
Oh ,

I thought you guys --

Yes.

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

skimmed over and then kind of

left it because --

12

CHAIR JOHNSON:

13

MS. KOLLER:

Let -- let Tamara answer.

We're going to put language in there that

14

fines would be as referenced in the Budget

15

Ordinance/ the standard language that we do so that

16

we won't specify the actual dollars in here.

17

been the policy -- kind of been the policy .of the

18

Council not to have dollars in the specific

19

ordinances/ but reference it into the annual

20

the budget document.

21

CHAIR JOHNSON:

That's

J

into

And so that way/ Mr. Nishiki/ we can

22

include; if there is a wish to have a minimal fine,

23

that would be the appropriate place to insert it.

24

Is that satisfactory?

25

MS. KOLLER:

Madam Chair.
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1

CHAIR JOHNSON:

2

MS. KOLLER:

Yes.

The Committee can make recommendations that

3

if the Committee -- you know{ rather than putting it

4

in this actual ordinance { but the Committee can make

5

a recommendation to the Budget Committee that a

6

certain -- you know, if you want to set a policy

7

that- you have a minimum of fines or anything like

8

that{ that can be put into the Committee report for

9

available r and r you know r and that section of the

10

Committee report can be referred to the Budget

11

Committee.

12

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

13
14

Officer Noneza, why did you say

500 minimal?

MR. NONEZA:

I thought it was high enough to have some'

15

kind of positive impact on that type of action.

16

was a number out of the sky basicallYr but certainly

17

a little bit more than the nominal fine that they

18

were getting at this point 'in time.

19

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

20

CHAIR JOHNSON:

21

COUNCILMEMBER,TAVARES:

OkaYI

It

Thank you.
Councilmember Tavares.
Yeah, I think Ms. Koller's
,-

22

recommendation is really good, that while we're

23

talking about these and say we want to transfer it

24

to Budget Committee, it would be nice if we could

25

memorialize it either through the Committee report
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1

or a separate chart that shows all the places where

2

we had numerical figures that we refer, you know, a

3

summary of that to the Budget Committee so we'll

4

have a jumping off point or starting point when we

5

discuss the fees, the fines, and that kind of thing

6

so that we don't forget between now and then, now,

7

what was that fine level we talked about in Parks

8

Committee, you know, that kind of thing.

9

CHAIR JOHNSON:

And that's what the Chair --

becaus~

we

10

can send along the recommendations of ocean rec

11

committee, because basically the Ocean Tourism

12

Colation has made some -- you know, they've made

13

some rather stiff fine recommendations and also even

14

seizure of equipment, 'so I think that we need to

15

take into account all of those things, but I think

16

that it would be helpful to send all that forward.

17

Are there any other comments?

18
19

Is Parks able to make it tomorrow at 2:30,
and, Mr. Kushi,are you available?

20

MR. BUCK:

Yeah, I'll be available.

21

CHAIR JOHNSON:

22

MR. BUCK:

23

CHAIR JOHNSON:

24

comments

25

at 2:30?

Okay, thank you.

Mr. Correa too.
All right.

So if there are no further

and, Officers, you're able to make that
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MR. NONEZA:

If the discussion is limited to the closure

of certain parks, we really have no input in it.

3

CHAIR JOHNSON:

4

MR. NONEZA:

Okay.

My concern is only that the administrative

5

rules catch up to the process we're in right now/

6

because there's supposed to be important things in

7

there that we have concerns on/ and you folks may

8

need to discuss that also.

9

the administrative rules/ since we deferred a lot of

10

11

That's my big concern/

our concerns to that.
CHAIR JOHNSON: . And I also think -- and the Chair will

12

make her comments known tomorrow/ but I think that

13

some of this -- the enaction -- the enactment of

14

this ordinance and also the effective date of this

15

.ordinance should be tied in/ I believer to

16

administrative rules.

17

further discussion/ this meeting is going to go into

18

recess until 2:30 tomorrow afternoon.

19

held in this chambers.

20

sorry/ but wf2're still not taking public testimony

21

until we end up getting through this/ and at that

22

point/ depending on whether it stays in Committee or

23

it get passed out of Committee, at that point, then,

24

we would be taking public testimony.

25

have concerns/ please express them to the Committee

So with -- without any

It will be

And unfortunately/ I'm

But if you do
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Staff as well.
MS. KOLLER:

And, Tamara.

Madam Chair/can you just restate the recess

to tomorrow at 2:30, August 5th.
CHAIR JOHNSON:

August 5th will be the date that tpis

5

meetin$ is recessed to.

6

this meeting stands in recess.

7

RECESSED:

So without further ado,
(Gavel) .

4: 36 p.m.

8
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